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From the Editor
by Alex Clouter
This is the first magazine of 2005 and the start of a new driving force behind the central operations
of the club. It was most encouraging, and indeed a comfort for me, to have a few members who
came forward to help with and share the running of SCORE. More about these guys in the feature
that follows this ‘piece’ from me.
Yes, I’m still here - deciding to continue my role as Magazine Editor (which I enjoy doing - must be
a glutton for punishment!) and also hold the ‘presidency’ of SCORE. I know this is a complete turnaround from my statements in the previous issue, but there we go: I can easily balance my reduced
amount of SCORE work with the rest of my own work and social life, so I’m much happier.
Summer is beckoning and high time for those Cappos who were lucky enough to lazily slumber
over the last few months, to come out and enjoy the thrills of the changing season. Murray Betts,
our Technical Guru who provides great advice to members via the website, has very kindly written
up a feature about things to do preparing the Cappuccino for the summer.
And when there’s the summer, there’s our traditional National Rally which this year takes place on
26 June so put this date in your diary and come along! We always have lots of Cappos enjoying the
company of others, making for some fantastic convoy driving, pretty unique photo opportunities
and of course your chance to meet with other club members.
So give your Cappo a brilliant and thorough spring clean, inside and out: she’ll feel good and look
good, ready for the summer season ahead.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO
SUZUKI GB PLC
FOR THEIR GENEROUS FINANCIAL SUPPORT IN 2004
This money has been invested into our budget for producing
the magazine and ongoing development of our website.

STOP PRESS
Look out for the all new Suzuki Swift, now available from
Suzuki dealers: an exciting range of hatchback.
Call 0845 850 8800 or visit www.newsuzukiswift.co.uk
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The SCORE Steering Group
With effect from 1 March 2005, the new Steering Group was formed. Each person provides their
own expertise, experience and enthusiasm into the roles which are voluntary. Their contact details
are provided: if you do telephone, it would be appreciated if you call them between 18.30 - 21.30.
Classified:

Ken Malone
Tel: 01452 531 402
Email: classified@score.org.uk

Ken is specifically in charge of looking after the for sale/ wanted forum and will be assisting Adrian
with other aspects of the website.
Magazine & Club Secretary

Alex Clouter
Tel: 01903 267 770
Email: editor@score.org.uk

Alex remains Club Secretary, the front man of SCORE for journalists, dealers and members alike,
and specifically handles the design and production of the magazine.
Membership & Treasury

Ian Linden
Tel: 01276 503 630
Email: membership@score.org.uk

Ian manages the membership database, handling enquiries, applications and renewals as well as
administering the SCORE finances.
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Merchandise

Brendan Molony
Tel: 01446 771 208
Email: merchandise@score.org.uk

Brendan continues to look after the club’s merchandise stock and the online forum as well as fulfil
orders for members and non members alike.
Website

Adrian Furniss
Tel: 01252 664 399
Email: web@score.org.uk

Adrian is charged with regularly administering and maintaining the website: he will also look at
developing the site with new forums and functionalities.

MERCHANDISE SUMMER SALE
Leather 6 Coaster Set: £2
Souvenir Pennant Flag: £5
Golf Umbrella: £10
See pages 44 - 49 for more details!
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Membership Report
By Ian Linden
At the end of March 2005 SCORE membership stood at 325, a drop of 7% from the figure reported
for 30 September last year.
This is a continuation of the trend reported then. Interest in the club is, however holding up: since
1 October 57 people enquired about joining, and of these 33 decided to become members. Our
renewal rate over the period is 69%; compared to 47% in the last period this is rather encouraging.
As you’re probably aware, I’ve joined the Steering Group as Membership Secretary and Treasurer.
It’s been quite a lot to take in, but it’s becoming more familiar and the shock of the scale of the
clerical work has been mitigated by some innovations.
It had never occurred to me, but the variable data on the renewal letters has hitherto been written
in by hand - when you receive only one a year, it doesn’t seem too big a job, but having to send
out about 30 a month puts a different complexion on it - and there’s the chance of making a
mistake too. So I have buckled down and mastered the arcane art of mail-merge... and refreshed my
memory about writing queries for MS Access: you’ll see the data on your next renewal letter is no
longer handwritten but straight out of the database.
The other thing I fought shy of is having to cart the mail off to the post office for weighing and
sticking the various denominations of stamps on. Now, thanks to the Royal Mail SmartStamp
service, you’ll see the postage is printed on the envelopes, along with the mail-merged address from
the database, so nothing can go wrong, go wrong, go wrong, go wrong...
Again to increase our efficiency in the way we work, with the OK from Alex we invested in a new
copier/ scanner. This will definitely pay for itself with the amount of copying we do for welcome
packs we issue to new members and renewal advice to SCORE members who are not on email. The
printer is also used for printing envelopes with members’ names on, postage paid and a SCORE
logo. We can’t print the magazine from this machine as the volume we produce is too large.
Nevertheless, we continue to print the envelopes for the mailing to UK and overseas members.
We have decided to give payment by PayPal a whirl. At the time of writing, 92 replies to the email
survey we conducted, have been received. All but 11 were positive about paying their membership
subscription by PayPal. Thanks to everyone who responded.
So we have embarked on a three-month trial, which adds PayPal to the others ways to pay. We have
limited it to paying from a balance in a PayPal account (rather than a payment from a credit card) to
avoid the charges, but it’s quite simple to top up the PayPal account from one’s bank balance so, as
they say, “we hope for great things.”
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A big welcome to our new members who joined from 1 October 2004 through to 31 March 2005:
Simon Bagley (Leicestershire)
Gerard Michel (China)
Ian Boardman (Australia)
Alessandro Abrate (Australia)
Victoria Lawrence (Buckinghamshire)
Peter Straker (Essex)
Wendy Gooch (Essex)
Mark Braithwaite (Suffolk)
Manual Lorenz (Germany)
Sarah Grant (London)
Tony Plumb (Kent)
Karen Hope (Hampshire)
Michael Elliott (Ireland)
Liz Grove (E. Yorkshire)
Julian Badger (Oxfordshire)
Peter Hughes (Essex)

Andrew Milne (S. Yorkshire)
Tom Jacoby (Oxfordshire)
Hayden Jones (Cambridgeshire)
Michael Atherton (Wales)
Jason Stansfield (Nottinghamshire)
Susan Fryer (Nottinghamshire)
Janet Jowett (W. Yorkshire)
Lisa Balsom (Derbyshire)
Malcolm Nutbrown (W. Yorkshire)
Anne Taylor (Worcestershire)
Nigel Murrell (Essex)
Philip Riddett (Kent)
Alice Hunter (Hampshire)
Mark Northway (London)
Andrew Francis (Surrey)
Hayley Walsh (Northamptonshire)

Mark Braithewaite
I was driving a kit car - A GTM Rossa and saw the Cappa in a dealer and had to
have it! Much more fun to drive and a lot
more comfortable - mind you at 6 feet tall
I only just fit in!

Caroline Fitzgerald
The Cappo is the most enjoyable car I’ve
ever had... top up or down, I’m always
finding an excuse to drive it either on
short trips or long, come good weather or
bad. I’ve adopted her as my pet!
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Shona Mountford
It was a spur of the moment thing when I
bought my Cappuccino. It’s great fun to
drive and very good on fuel consumption.
The whole family loves it and a real joy,
even to wash it!

Phil Gregg
The Capp’s a welcome smile to the many
miles of motoring which both Alice and I
enjoy...with the top off or on, the Capp’s
great to be seen in and we’re so proud to
own such a rare car on the road.

Susan Stokes
I’ve only had the car for a few weeks and is
a great new addition to our Suzuki family
as we already own an Ignis and Grand
Vitara XL7. Three very different but fun
loving vehicles.
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Selling your Cappo online
By Ken Malone
It comes to us all at some point for any number of reasons - having to sell the Cappuccino. The
SCORE website is the ideal environment for this, considering the high volumes of people traffic to
the Classified Forum.
You can’t have failed to notice how SCORE is evolving for the benefits of its members. The Steering
Group now includes a new webmaster and a new membership officer/ treasurer. Alex and Brendan
have thankfully agreed to remain on the senior management team, giving vital continuity and
experience to the Steering Group. We have already been very busy looking at and evaluating many
aspects of the club to see if improvements can be made. One of these areas is SCORE Classified for which I am now responsible.
The major change to our Classified Service is the introduction of colour images for advertisements.
Members and non-members can now enhance their adverts by including ONE colour image per
advert. While this improved format is available to SCORE members as part of their membership
privileges, non-members will have to pay an extra £5 to their initial £10 payment to include an
image if they wish. This will increase revenue to SCORE which is ultimately to the benefit of all
club members.
We are also creating a Classified Archive forum. This forum will be a ‘read-only’ area to where all
expired adverts will be moved. Over time we hope that this Archive will become a useful resource
in itself and prove invaluable to anyone tracking price trends, etc. More importantly the main
Classified forum will only contain ‘live’ adverts.
It’s therefore even more essential that the live adverts are kept up todate. I’m going to run a tight
ship on this and will take the initiative contacting non-members advertising each month for an
update on the status of their advert. It’s in everyone’s interests to keep SCORE Classified current.
I would appreciate that SCORE members also advise me when any advert of theirs is no longer
current so I can move it to the Archive forum.
Just as important are those SCORE members who are not on the Internet and keen to use the web
site to sell their car. Please call me on 01452 531 402 and I will advise accordingly - there’s a form
to complete and return to me so that I can upload your advert details.
We’re very much focused on providing a well respected up to the minute advertising area on the
SCORE website to rival the main trade commercial advertising outlets. After all, if you want to buy
or sell a Suzuki Cappuccino where better to look than the official and dedicated Classified forum
run by SCORE!
This is an exciting time for the club and as a member of the Steering Group, I’m enjoying the
challenges that are coming my way as part of the new SCORE team. Online members can contact
me via classified@score.org.uk or send me a Private Message through the website.
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SCORE Contacts
Region 1
AMANDA BRANTON - 01209 219 469
Covering Bristol, Channel Isles, Cornwall, Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Wiltshire.
Region 2
LINDSEY GRAY - 01903 529 283
Covering Kent, East and West Sussex.
Region 3
CAROLINE HERMON - 020 8892 7725
Covering Greater London and Middlesex.
Region 4
ADRIAN FURNISS - 01252 664 399
Covering Berkshire, Hampshire, Isle of Wight and Surrey.
Region 5
VACANCY
Covering Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Hertfordshire.
Region 6
GRAHAM FARLEY - 01376 564 040
Covering Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
Region 7
KELLY BAKER - 01367 710 588
Covering Northamptonshire, Oxfordshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and West Midlands.
Region 8
STEVE LEWIS - 01792 523 142
Covering Gloucestershire, Hereford and Worcestershire, Shropshire and Wales.
Region 9
PAUL HOPE - 0116 260 8271
Covering Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland.
Region 10
VACANCY
Covering Cheshire, Cumbria, Greater Manchester, Isle of Man and Lancashire.
Region 11
MARTIN JONES - 0113 282 1693
Covering Derbyshire, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear and the Yorkshires
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Region 12
GREG STEWART - 01224 899 896
Covering Scotland.
Region 14
DANNY SKEHAN - +35 31 833 7113
Covering Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Region 15
MARCEL SPOELSTRA - +31 204 82 26 01
Covering Belgium and Netherlands.
Region 16
RONALD SCHNEIDER - +49 221 934 8509
Covering Germany.
Region 17
SONJA LUTHI - +61 298 797 069
Covering Australia.
Region 18
GRAEME HANSEN - +64 95 342 791
Covering New Zealand
The SCORE Contacts above are club members who have volunteered to be your local focal point for
information and possibly get involved or advise in events. If you are keen to do an event, please get
in touch with your local Contact.
Should you live in an area where there is a vacant position and want to represent SCORE please call
01903 267 770 or email info@score.org.uk.
What do we expect from a SCORE Contact? They must have the Cappuccino blood inside as well
as be a ‘people person’. As an ambassador of the club all we ask is that you keep in touch with
existing members through an event or two and welcome new members when they join. That’s all
we ask, honest, as we know that the role is voluntary. In return we will cover your expenses in
organising things as well as provide you with a listing of members living in your region.
The sort of local activities which have been popular with SCORE members includes convoy runs,
treasure hunts, pub meets, ten pin bowling and visiting places of interest. By all means, publicise
your event as you see fit. A few SCORE contacts have developed newsletters to send out to their
members in their local region. Just as important is to maximise interest to people outside your
region, more likely to come along as it gives them the chance to visit another part of the country
for a day or a weekend. Make full use of the SCORE event forum on the website to do this, adding a
lot more publicity for your event.
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What’s going on in SCORE
A diary of club events
For more information about each event and book your place, please contact the organiser.
22 May

Cheshire Kit/ Classic Car Show, Macclesfield, Cheshire
Martin Jones
0113 282 1693
martin.jones20@btinternet.com

19 June

Harewood Classic and Vintage Rally, Leeds, W. Yorkshire
Martin Jones
0113 282 1693
martin.jones20@btinternet.com

26 June

National Rally, Filching Manor, Jevington, East Sussex
Alex Clouter
01903 267 770
alex@score.org.uk

29/31 July

Scottish Highland Fling
Greg Stewart
01224 899 896
gregsy1@aol.com

7 August

North Yorkshire Moors Run
Martin Jones
0113 282 1693
martin.jones20@btinternet.com

20/21 August

Dutch Puzzle Tour, Holland
Marcel Spoelstra
00 31 204 822 601
spoelstra@planet.nl

17 September

Autumn Ride at Richmond Park, London
Caroline Hermon
020 8892 7725
carolinehermon@hotmail.com

18 September

Charity Classic Car Rally, Heckmondwicke, W. Yorkshire
Martin Jones
0113 282 1693
martin.jones20@btinternet.com
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Kangaroo Valley Run
By Mark Taylor

Greetings from Australia and a report on a rather special run for our SCORE chapter. All interested
members who could make it were instructed to meet around 9am at Pheasant’s Nest Service Station
on the M5 South. When I arrived in my little silver car I was greeted by Sonja and Ernst with their
red Cap and Mark with his dark green car. After quick intros we were joined by David and his
partner in a rather battle scarred red Cap complete with DECAFF number plates. We were informed
that the only person yet to turn up was Justin, but it seems he is always late! The shiny black Cap
soon arrived to complete the group, so it was a quick study of the map then we all hit the road
heading south.
The Cappuccino convoy headed towards Bowral where we had our first stop of the day at The Sir
Donald Bradman Cafe. This is situated below The Sir Donald Bradman Museum next to The Sir
Donald Bradman Oval. We admired The Sir Donald Bradman statue while we partook of some
freshly cooked snacks and warm drinks as we all got better acquainted.
From here we headed towards Kangaroo Valley via Robertson. We chose not to stop at the
Lavender Farm due to lack of interest and the fact that we all smell sweet enough already! We had a
great time motoring along the twists and turns that these roads have to offer. Justin took quite a
particular liking to puddles on the side of the road spraying the following cars with his very own
mountain mist.
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At Kangarro Valley we stopped at the ‘Friendly Inn’ Pub for lunch and discussed possible future
club runs. With renewed energy, following our hearty meals, we headed towards Berry, the Cafe
Capital of the Southern Highlands, and had great fun driving the twisting country roads travelling
northbound. It’s easy to become complacent when we’re all having such a good time enjoying the
cars and the twisting roads. On one particular steep climb the leading car missed a gear on a hairpin
and we very nearly had a five Cappuccino sandwich. After this incident, Justin chose to follow the
pack at a safer distance.
The mountain roads eventually led us to a scenic lookout where we admired the great view of the
valleys, the coast and Kiama off in the distance. In typical car club style, a discussion started... all
about the paint colour inside boot openings on different coloured Cappuccinos. We all compared
boot interiors and decided it was time to get back behind the wheel and head back past Robertson
and Jambaroo and off towards Sydney.
Our final stop was The Bargo Inn. Not quite the atmosphere of The Southern Highlands but a good
place to rest the weary cars and drivers. It was here that I was told the newest member has to write
a report for the day’s outing. How did I know that was going to happen? The subject of a Victoria,
NSW get-together arose, so it was out with the map and calendar.
After assessing the project it was obvious that a lot of planning would be required and we were all
a bit tired after the day’s adventures so it was decided that organising this would start in the very
near future.
After spending the day with new friends, who share a common interest, we all said our goodbyes
and headed off to our respective homes. I’m looking forward to the next time that we can all get
together and enjoy these mighty little cars that are Suzuki Cappuccinos.
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BENELUX Puzzle Tour
By Marcel Spoelstra

In mid August 2004 we organised the Benelux Puzzle Tour - true to its name our plan was to drive
the three countries of Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg all in the space of a long weekend.
However this was our third event since the start of SCORE Netherlands. Our first event (2001) took
place in the Western part of Holland, on the west coast. On our second tour (2003) we visited the
Dutch/ Belgian area between Eindhoven and Hasselt. In 2004 we planned the event in the most
southerly part - Maastricht.
A variety of vehicles turned up: Mark and Katy Dobson came with their trike, my parents in an
Audi TT and Jolanda (my fiancee) in my Smart Roadster as a back-up car... not forgetting the
Cappos of course: 2 green cars (a ‘Honda’ green belonging to Karin de Milde and a Jade Green Suzuki colour - owned by Marc and Ann Jamotte), 2 silvers (Jan-Willen de Bruijn and Sally/ Peter
Keyes) and 2 red (Greg/ Hilary Cannon and of course, me).
Hotel Urmond was the starting grid of the tour. The event started with a small delay because of
rain - did the Brits bring it with them? The night before there was a big tropical rain shower so
maybe we could not blame them, brollies or no brollies! Even if guests were not woken by this
storm, they sure were by my car alarm. We delayed our planned driving test to the next day, leaving
us to concentrate on the puzzle tour.
We used the Mergelland route of the tourist organisation. It was simple navigation by using the
official road signs. We drove through the lovely landscape of Limburg. Our first stop was the three
country point of Vaals - here we could step into Belgium and Luxembourg and back into Holland in
three simple steps! Luckily the weather soon cleared up so the tops of the Cappuccinos were taken
off and we could drive fully open and topless.
Our second stop was the picturesque ancient city of Maastricht. After a small walk around this
busy centre, we took a boat trip on the River Maas. It was a 50-minute trip seeing many buildings
sited along the river edge: Bonnefantenmuseum, the provincial government buildings and the slopes
of St Pietersberg as far as the Belgian border. Then it was a return sailing to where we started. After
this we drove back to the hotel and after some time to relax/ change clothes etc we had a nice
dining evening and became better acquainted with each other.
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The next day and the topic of conversation was weather once again - a very hot day was forecasted
and it certainly was... uncomfortably so. Today was the day of driving skills: I showed everyone
what to do and it seemed easy for everyone to watch but doing it was another. I had set up a sort
of slalom track using bollards. One had to complete this track both forwards and in reverse! The
difficult task certainly attracted the local people as well as the police... and no, we did not get into
any trouble with the constabulary!
The final results were:
1. Marcel - the flying Dutchman again, this time without cheating!
2. Hilary - superior handling but needs to go a bit faster next time.
3. Karin - fast at the beginning but hit several plastic bollards.
After this we drove in convoy to a village called Simpelveld. Here we got out of our Cappos and
took a trip into the past as we alighted an old steam train. The train followed the very ancient
“Million Line”. We all enjoyed the ride, smelling the coal burning steam and taking in the views of
the rolling countryside from the side windows. The journey made one feel how it was 100 years
ago with no other transport other than horse carriages and two walking feet!
No matter how joyful it was, we were all pleased when we returned to our hot Cappos basking in
the sunshine so waited until they cooled off by taking off the roofs and soon hit the roads. The
breezes soon made us comfortable from the high temperatures, soaring up to the mid 30s!
Almost melting like ice creams in the desert, we reached the city of Valkenburg. I had already
planned a walking tour of the Velvet Caves so this was a welcome cooling stop for us all. The
Velvet Caves (known as Fluweelengrot) is a labyrinth of mysterious passages situated under the
Valkenburg castle ruins. The caves came into being around the year 1050 by exploitation of the
caves’ marlstone by so-called blockbreakers. The marlstone blocks were extracted from the caves to
construct the castle as well as other buildings in the area, leaving a labyrinth of tunnels. These
secret passages were discovered in 1937. In the medieval times, these passages enabled knights and
soldiers to depart from the castle in times of war and attach the enemy from behind them. The
caves also accommodate many mysteries and treasures of mural carvings, inscriptions and stone
sculptures in the soft marlstone walls. Also there is a romantic refuge chapel dating back to the
French occupation period.
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In World War II during the occupation of the Germans, the caves served as a shelter for the Jewish
people, the locals and American troops.
All of these occurrences left their marks on the cave walls... marks that can still be seen today. We
all followed the glow of an oil lamp held by the guide as we were shown around through the many
passages and appreciating the legends, anecdotes, the deep and cool of the darkness, the eerie
mysteries and the serene silence. We emerged into the bright sunshine and made tracks for the
hotel for our last evening together.
Overall it was a very nice event, making some equally nice friends.
If you have never travelled abroad in your Cappo, do come along to our trip in Zeeland this coming
summer. My contact details can be found in the Events page in this magazine.
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Santa Claws Run
By David Regan

Nice to see such a large turnout of SILVER Cappuccinos (normally swamped by red) at the Paws ‘n’
Claws run which SCORE was invited to through Alex. The event was organised by the management
of Ace Cafe London and was held in aid of the Mayhew Animal Home, residence to cats, dogs,
rabbits and guinea pigs! All participants had to come along with donated pet food, toys, blankets,
baskets, straw or anything else that would be appreciated by these pet animals.
Being my first SCORE outing since joining back in April 2004, I wasn’t 100% sure of what to
expect. How do you spot a Cappuccino owner in a crowd of people?! Okay, so some wear SCORE/
Cappuccino sweat shirts - how was I to know?
Didn’t take too long to drive around the A406 from Hornchurch to The Ace Cafe in Stonebridge,
West London. Arrived after about an hour of somewhat difficult driving - that is trying to keep to
the 40/ 50 mph speed limits and avoid being flashed at by one of the many speed cameras dotted
en route, EVEN though Suzi loved to have her photo taken!
On arrival at the Cafe, I was relieved to see that one Cappo had already arrived, so at least I knew
where to park! It was quite early, but already fifty or so bikes had arrived and the cafe was crammed
full of bikers dressed in black leather - at least they must have been warm. Thankfully Ricky and I
had both been spotted by our fellow SCORE members and were greeted by a friendly wave and
point in the right direction.
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Firstly, and most importantly, was to get a cappuccino coffee and something warm to eat - it must
have been one of the coldest days so far this year, but it was December after all!
Now comes a slightly boring bit about the Ace Cafe - I can’t say I’d heard of it myself, but then,
being only 23, perhaps I’m just a bit too young to remember...
The Ace Cafe was built in 1938 as a roadside cafe to cater for traffic, particularly hauliers, using the
North Circular Road. With its proximity to Britain’s then new and fast arterial road network and
being open 24/7 the Ace Cafe soon attracted motorcyclists. In World War II the building was badly
damaged during an air raid on the adjacent railway marshalling yards. The Ace Cafe was re-opened
in temporary accommodation and subsequently re-built in 1949.
The post-war increase in road traffic and advent of the “teenage” phenomena saw the Ace booming
and with it the arrival of the ‘Ton-Up-Boys’. The British motorcycle industry was at its peak, and
along came rock ‘n’ roll. Not played on radio stations, initially the only place this music could be
heard was at fairgrounds or on jukeboxes at transport cafes. The Ace became the place to meet,
have a meal or a cuppa, arrange runs (often to other cafes or the coast) or simply to mend your
bike and get other technical advice/ tips.
People came to listen to the jukebox, many subsequently starting bands or clubs, some gaining
success and considerable reputation. From this powerful fusion of motorbikes and rock ‘n’ roll came
the legends of record-racing: drop the coin right into the slot and race to a given point and back on
the bike before the record had finished.
The Ace Cafe, with its combination of motorbikes, speed and rock ‘n’ roll was the launch pad for
many famous racers and the birthplace for many bands. The tabloid press carried many articles
portraying cafes as the places where decent people didn’t go. The famous 59 CLUB was essentially
born there, when Father Bill Shergold, a motorcyclist, visited and then invited the youths to his
church and club. This club then grew into the largest motorbike club in the world.
Changes in the social order, the growth of the car market at the expense of the motorbike industry
and the expansion of the motorway network saw the Ace Cafe serving its last egg and chips in
1969. The building has been used as a cafe, filling station, bookmaker’s office and a tyre depot. It
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remains, however, largely unaltered. The legend of the Ace Cafe lives on in the minds of those who
went there, those who wish they went there and those too young to have been there. Finally, after
a complete re-build, September 2001 saw the Grand Re-opening of the famous bikers’ haunt. Ace
Cafe is back and here to stay!
So there you have it, Ace Cafe really is an ace place and a great location to meet up with bike and
car enthusiasts of any make and model!
Back to our cold December Sunday and after about half an hour or so from our own arrival - and a
fair bit of warming up all 12 Cappuccinos had arrived and were lined up outside the front of the
cafe - pride of place: it’s an unusual sight to see so many Cappos all together in one venue.
Plenty of time for photos at this point and time to donate the items we’d all brought along for the
Mayhew. Food, biscuits, cages, leads and collars - the animals must be in for one heck of a
Christmas this year!
Alex wanted us to take our tops off (the car that is) but it was still far too cold, even with our
jumpers and thick layers. The owners of the Daihatsu Copen - Clive and Yvonne - did decide to go
topless - a chance to show off that electric roof me thinks! Alex took lead of our rather special
convoy, him following two bikes in front and more bikes after our Cappo line-up. It was a really
satisfying feeling that you get when driving in a Cappuccino convoy - I felt REALLY special as
everyone looks at you when driving past! Poor Ricky was a bit upset I think, all he kept saying was
“I wish I’d bought a car like yours” - I did try to tell him...
It didn’t take too long to get to the Mayhew Animal Home in Kensal Green, London where we
parked our cars and bikes in the local school playground (we were allowed) before a short walk to
the Home itself.
The Mayhew Animal Home has been rescuing and caring for animals in London since Queen
Victoria was on the throne. Opened in 1886 by the Mayhew Sisters “for the benefit of the lost and
starving dogs and cats of London so that they should have a sanctuary from the cold inhumanity
they are being dealt with outside.” It is today one of the busiest animal sanctuaries in London,
rescuing thousands of animals from abandonment, cruelty and neglect. The Mayhew operates a
strict non-destruction policy, which means that no healthy animal is put to sleep.
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Today the Mayhew’s activities reach far beyond conventional animal welfare initiatives. Its mission
to take in and care for abused animals and re-home them with responsible, caring owners, prevent
unwanted animals through advocacy and neutering and by lending assistance to existing owners
has made the Mayhew into one London’s key players in the alleviation of animal welfare problems.
As one of two inner London animal homes, the Mayhew is committed to promoting respect and
compassion for animals in all sections of the community through activities, campaigns and
education programmes. The animals that arrive at the Mayhew are not all carefully brought in by
concerned people. Many animals are tossed over the boundary walls at night, or are dumped on the
doorstep... and not just cats and dogs, but snakes, foxes, ferrets, chickens and even a couple of
goats! The Mayhew is seen by many as a local institution. However recent developments reflect a
flourishing organisation with international links. The Mayhew is an active partner in animal welfare
initiatives across the UK and abroad.
We spent around an hour at the home, getting the chance to meet the volunteers and ask questions
about the animals and the work they do there. Lots of cats and kittens, dogs and puppies, rabbits,
guinea pigs and a rat! Some of the animals we saw were in a terrible state, having been neglected
and abandoned by their cruel owners - one poor cat had been shot by a gun with the pellet still
stuck in its leg - the wound had healed over the pellet and there was talk that the leg had to be
amputated. How cruel can the person responsible be? It’s good to know that there are kind people
in the world like our Cappo group and the bikers with us, willing to donate what they can to help
these poor animals and aid them on their way to find new homes.
I have to admit that both Ricky and I were sorely tempted to re-home a gorgeous seven month old
Collie cross-breed, but it would have meant leaving Ricky behind to make space for the dog!
One can re-home a dog for £95, a cat will cost £60 and a rabbit £40. Every Mayhew animal will be
neutered, micro-chipped and have had its first vaccination. New owners can also receive the first
six weeks of pet insurance for free - a bargain me thinks!
After the tour of the home we had a short walk back to our cars where we took yet more photos, a
debate on the size of wheels (!) and a Cappo chat before we were escorted by the bikes back to the
Ace Cafe. We had lunch and Alex treated us all to a slice of cappuccino flavoured cake.
Hope to see everyone at another SCORE event sometime in 2005 - maybe Ricky will have a Cappo
by then and we can turn up in ‘his and his’ matching cars!!

www.mayhewanimalhome.org
You can securely make a donation online or alternatively call 020 8969 0178
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St Patrick’s Wacky Rally
By Danny Skehan

As part of the St Patrick’s Day Festival here in Ireland (OK, it’s one day but we can manage to
spread it out to a week) the organisers held a special rally through the streets of Dublin on the
Friday after the big day. The event was billed as The Wacky Rally and was open to all vintage,
classic and special interest cars and bikes. There were prizes for the best car, best bike and bestdressed crew.
Things got off with a static display of all the cars and bikes lined up along the banks of the Grand
Canal in the heart of Georgian Dublin. We had two Cappuccinos and two Honda Beats in our
own K-car section; one other Cappuccino failed to make it. Michael Elliott (driving his Beat as his
Cappuccino is being re-sprayed) and myself represented SCORE while Charlotte Howard brought
her Cappuccino and Adam his Beat (BTW Adam is tempted to defect to Suzuki!).
This part of the show was enjoyed by a huge crowd as DJs played music, street entertainers did
their thing and the previous day’s prize-winning marching band from Holland paraded and played
for all. Some of the clubs that participated were the American Automobile Club, Dublin Cruisers
Club, Goldwing Motorbikes, Irish Kit Car Club, Jensen Interceptors, Land Rover Club of Ireland,
Mercedes Benz Club, Mini Resource Club, Morgan Group, SCORE, Triumph Classic Owners Club,
Volks Folks Southern Club, Austin and Rover Club and Honda Beat Club. Other one-off cars also
came along as diverse as Ferraris, Hot Rods and Citroen DS.
As the evening progressed and darkness fell, the cars and bikes were lined up in groups to venture
out on the mean streets of Dublin!
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The plan was to have Garda (police) motorcycle outriders escort the entire rally on the 3-mile
circuit, holding other traffic at junctions to allow us to pass through, but with 160 cars and up to
80 bikes this proved impossible. We headed off in a K-car group with the Beat sandwiched between
the Cappos. Charlotte’s Cappo sported a very convincing clockwork key! At the lead of the huge
convoy were the Honda Gullwing bikes, many of them with fantastic lighting displays. They were
followed by the American Car Club featuring Mustangs, Thunderbirds, Camaros and some very
nice 1950s Cadillac convertibles. Our group was headed up with a Ferrari and a nice purple Cobra
whilst behind us the Mini brigade was raring to go!
Out onto the course we ventured, passing the Guards who waved us on through the various
junctions until the regular traffic started to break up the convoy. At this stage it was a matter of
playing catch-up made somewhat easier following the Ferrari and Cobra whose roaring exhausts
seemed to part the traffic like Moses at the Red Sea. Some of the short spurts were more Gumball
Rally than Wacky Rally but it was great fun. All the cars and bikes were honking their horns so
when we arrived later in the parade, there were large crowds lining the route, some having taken
their pints in hand from the various famous pubs and watering holes that we passed. Onto Trinity
College across River Liffey to the northside of Dublin and along O’Connell Street, Dublin’s main
thoroughfare; then to Parnell Square where we were able to give the cars a bit of a blast as the
traffic had thinned out. The overall winner of the event was a very nice 1930 Ford Popular which
had been converted to a hot rod, complete with a scary looking supercharger.
A great day was enjoyed by all and hopefully a bigger turnout for next year. Thanks to all and to my
son, Conor, who took the photos. Till next St Patrick’s Day: Beannachtam na Feile Padraig!
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Australian Autumn Collection
By Ernst Luthi
Here’s the latest seasonal collection of Cappuccinos attending our recent 2005 Autumnal Meet.
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On 19 March 05 we had a great turn out of 8 SCORE members, with a good mix of familiar faces
and newcomers all with some nicely kitted out Cappuccinos. We drove to Hawkesbury River where
we lunched at the ‘Hub of the Universe’ and then crossed on the Wiseman’s Ferry to continue our
very enjoyable Autumn Run. Thanks to everyone coming along!
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A Fist Full of Yen.
By Andy Barker
For a while my girlfriend and I had toyed with the idea of owning a Honda Beat (a cheaper
alternative to buying Cappuccino), but practicality (we regularly carry mountain bikes / camping
kit) and the amount of driving we do meant neither would really be a realistic choice for the
demands of an everyday car.
Circumstances change, and due to my work I’m lucky enough to be living in Japan (May 2004 –
July 2005), while my girlfriend, Corinne, is in the UK (that’s not meant to mean I’m lucky to be
living away from her, honest!). The thought of being without a car for over a year was nearly as
difficult to get used to as being without my girlfriend (I’m definitely going to regret saying that!).
Both our jobs involve working with cars so it would seem strange not to have a car, even though
strictly speaking I would need one as Japan has excellent public transport. So a plan evolved where
I would own a Cappuccino briefly in Japan for the summer, then ship it back to the UK for Corinne
to use as a second car while I’m out here, then I’d buy a car for myself for the remainder of my stay
in Japan. Simple, all I had to do was find a Cappuccino.
Milk, no sugar.
The things I wanted in a Cappuccino were fairly straight forward, over 10 years old, (to avoid Single
Vehicle Approval, an expensive ‘Super MOT’ required for non-European Type Approved car test),
fair condition, lowest mileage possible and as cheap as possible. So the search started not long after
my arrival in Japan by getting hold of a copy of ‘Car Sensor’, Japan’s telephone directory sized
weekly equivalent of Auto Trader. There’s over 300,000 cars a week in this mag – all with photos,
and in Japanese – this was going to be a test! Some friends warned me that by the time the mag
was published it was out of date, with many of the cars being already sold, so I turned my search
to the Car Sensor website, which usually has over 30 Cappuccinos listed. I soon found some cars
that looked suitable, a couple were at the same dealer, so it looked like a good opportunity to see
what you could get for your money. After doing some homework on the SCORE website on what
can go wrong and using a Japanese Buyers Guide in a special one off Cappuccino Magazine (well,
looking at the pictures someone pointing at different areas of the car) I paid them a visit. A trip
across Tokyo and I found the dealer and asked to see the car I’d seen on the website – it was away
being sprayed, this didn’t sound like a good start. Now at this point I’d been in Japan for about 4

OUTDOOR

Polyester woven textile with antiUV treatment, lightweight, smooth,
high water resistance,
breathable,
elasticated all-round hem,
underbody straps.
Theft deterrent.

IN-GARAGE

Dust-proofed nylon textile,
breathable, easily washable,
elasticated both ends.

All our covers have two protected front door zips. We cover cars from 8 feet to 22 feet
(all shapes and sizes) as well as cover motorcycles and caravans.
We also produce bespoke storage bags for the Cappuccino roof panels.
PRICES
(including VAT/ UK delivery; please call for overseas delivery)
Outdoor Cover : £102
In-Garage Cover : £73
Set of 3 Roof Panel Storage Bags: £88
We accept most credit and debit cards - cheques payable to Cover Systems

COVER SYSTEMS (CAP)
49 Grove Road, Rushden NN10 0YD

+44 (0) 1933 410 851 (Monday - Saturday)
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weeks, and my Nihongo (Japanese) was (and too some extent still is) a bit ropey. I tried to explain
what I wanted but it was proving difficult (service history, preferably silver and less than 100,000
km weren’t covered in my Japanese lessons so far!), he then got on the phone and handed it to me.
I was greeted by an English speaking woman who I assumed worked for one of the dealer’s other
branches.
It turned out he’d phoned a previous customer who he knew spoke English and she was basically
acting as an interpreter. She asked if I could wait for about 20 minutes and then she’d come round
to help me out! I couldn’t believe it, I could never imagine something like this happening in the
UK, but Japanese people are incredibly helpful like this, they really will go out of their way to help.
So I explained what I was looking for, and we came to an arrangement whereby the dealer would
get in touch with me if he found a car which was suitable. The car I initially wanted to see was
actually going to be more expensive than quoted in the ad, something that I soon learned was the
normal practice for car dealers in Japan, adding cleaning, tax, registration charges onto the top of
the windscreen price. It was going to be over my budget, so I decided to leave it but I did manage
to try another car for size (I was worried that my height would cause problems in such a small car)
and was pleased to find that I wouldn’t be using my knees to do the steering.
World of Leather
A couple of weeks passed and they hadn’t found anything promising, so I returned to the Car
Sensor website, and found another dealer (U-Neo Cars). With a few Cappuccinos listed, a quick
check of the dealer’s website revealed they had over 15 in stock, and appeared to be a ‘Kei sports’
specialist, listing Honda Beats, Mazda AZ1’s, Suzuki Caras and Alto Works, as well as the
Cappuccino. Another trip across Tokyo and a bit of a trek from the nearest railway station and I
arrived at the dealer. This looked a lot more promising, small cars with strange names for as far as
the eye could see! I wandered on to the forecourt and was greeted with ‘Hello, can I help you?’ things were definitely looking up. I commented on how many Cappuccinos they had in stock ‘We
are most famous in Japan,’ the salesman proudly claimed. Again, I asked to see the car listed on the
website but it had already been sold, so I explained what I was looking for and Nakamura-san (the
salesman) suggested I have a look at a blue 1993 ‘Limited’ they had in stock.
The first thing that struck me was the seats were leather, actually leather and not vinyl. They also
looked different – I asked if they were part of the Limited spec (along with the ‘wood’ look dash
and colour coded roof), he then pointed out they were Mazda RX7 seats. They looked excellent but
there was one problem, the base was about 2 inches higher than standard, and my head was firmly
wedged against the roof panel. I asked if it was possible to change them, and how much it would
cost – I was surprised to find that there would be no cost to change them back, but the standard
seats he had needed a repair to a small rip, which I’d have to pay for. Used cars are independently
checked for repair work from accident damage, and this car had seen some repair work – a light
front end bump had resulted in a new radiator / headlamp panel being welded in, the quality of the
repair work was OK but the original bumper had been re-used and the panel gaps were all wrong
(ideally it needed a new bumper). I asked if I could take it for a test drive, so off came the roof (for
head room!) and away we went. Now this was the very first time that I’d driven a Cappuccino and
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I was surprised how quickly it went. The steering felt superb and the ‘wind in your hair’ experience
was excellent. I ended up with a big stupid grin across my face which might have well said ‘help
yourself to the contents of my wallet’. We got back and with the car idling I noticed that there was
a loud ticking – Nakamura-san confirmed that this was the IAC valve, as I suspected, and that he’d
change it if I was to buy the car, so we set about coming to some sort of deal. One of the things I
hadn’t realised was the car needed a ‘Shaken’, the Japanese equivalent of the MOT albeit but more
strict and involved. One of the advantages of owning a Kei car is that the taxation / Shaken fee is
low, but it’s still about £150 for a Kei, (the taxation bands are classified by car weight and engine
capacity). This car’s Shaken had expired and it wasn’t included in the price - if things needed
changing I’d have to foot the bill too, but the car would be fully serviced (already included) and the
missing steering wheel cover would be replaced. I asked to think about it and said I’d give him a
call the following day to let him know if I wanted it. He then gave me a lift to the bus stop and told
me directions on how to get back to the station which saved me a lot of walking.
On the train on the way home I’d grown quite keen on the idea of owning a ‘Limited’ although I
wasn’t too keen on the wood look trim. I discussed it with Corinne and she liked the sound of the
car too, so the following morning I called Nakamura-san to let him know I wanted the car. If it ain’t
broke, modify it.
‘Sorry Mr Andrew the car is sold.’ I couldn’t believe it, someone had beaten me to it. He continued,
‘We have a green one coming, it has an FRP bonnet but needs paint – very smart.’ I didn’t like the
sound of this, it was beginning to look like if it wasn’t accident damaged, it was modified, and I
wasn’t keen on that either. I explained that I would prefer a standard car, and Nakamura-san said he
could fit and paint a standard bonnet and it would be included in the price. I was getting more
interested and asked him to e-mail me some photos of the car warts (well, unpainted fibre glass
bonnet) and all. I could have first refusal, the car being available for viewing the next weekend. In
hindsight the blue Limited was not really ideal, and it was probably best that I’d missed out (telling
myself that made me feel better anyway).
The photos came though: the bonnet looked pretty bad – matt finish ready for painting. There was
a small dent on the driver’s door and some bodged in fog lamps on the front bumper, the interior
sees an anodised blue steering wheel, different gear knob and gaiter, trailing wires (for the fog
lamps) and a mysterious bracket on the dash (which I thought was for a radar detector but was
actually for an aftermarket Sat-Nav system). Under the bonnet, the photos showed this Cappo had
received an induction kit, up-rated earth leads and a strut brace. Some modifications are inevitable
on cars in Japan, visit the local equivalent to Halfords (Autobacs) and the array of accessories you
can buy is a bit more adventurous than furry steering wheel covers and ice scrapers. Things like
turbo upgrades, carbon body panels and even in-dash PC’s (!) are available, alongside the more
mundane touch up paints and air fresheners, so it’s easy to see why most cars get some sort of
personalisation treatment. I thought it was worth looking at this car as the price was better than the
blue Limited, it had over one year Shaken remaining and the majority of the modifications were
things I’d consider myself, and where they weren’t they could be removed / taken back to standard
easily enough.
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The weekend arrived again and I was collected from the station by Nakamura-san. I was soon
looking at the car in the metal, there were a few other things I wasn’t sure about – as well as the
Sat Nav screen bracket the dash had cracked from heat / strong sunlight, the headlamps were very
dull, and the bumpers were scratched. Nakamura-san explained the bonnet would be changed and
painted, the bumpers also, and the fog lamps removed and the hole left in the bumper filled. I soon
spotted that the centre roof panel was damaged (it looked as if it had been dropped and the corner
was damaged) and there were no roof panel bags. He quickly said new bags would be included and
the roof panel repaired. All this was going to be included in the price - this sounded too good to be
true. We then went for a test drive (roof up this time), and it soon became apparent the AC wasn’t
doing much – and again he said this would be fixed too. We got back and I had a look under the
bonnet (which wasn’t stiff enough to support it’s own weight) - there were no signs of accident
damage repairs to metal work but the bumper looked as if it had taken a knock – the area around
the fixing bolts was damaged and the gaps looked wrong – a running theme on a lot of the Cappos
on the road over here. We made a list of things to be changed and/or fixed and I said I’d take it.
World tour of Tokyo.
It was going to take two weeks to get the car ready, but then I would be back in the UK for a week,
so my plan was to go to the dealer straight from the airport on my return to Japan. During my trip
back to the UK, Nakamura-san sent me photos of the car after painting – things were looking good.
I was soon back in Japan and heading to collect the car with a week’s worth of luggage, hoping that
it would all fit in. Again I was collected from the station and we were very soon pulling onto the
forecourt to see a very shiny dark green Cappuccino, my Cappuccino. The paint looked excellent,
the bumpers showing no sign of being filled, the headlamps had been polished and the roof panel
had been repaired. We went for a test drive, the AC was working, all I need to see was if the new
roof bags were there and that would cover everything.
We got back and all that was let for me to do was to hand over a fist full of yen and drive off into
the sunset. I asked Nakamura-san to show me how to put the panels in the boot properly (the new
roof bags were there) and I was set for the off.
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Other than the test drives this was my first really journey in Japan, it was strange to be looking up
at people in Corollas and Micras. I basically had to get from one side of Tokyo to the other; the best
way (easiest to navigate) looked like going straight through the middle, so that’s what I did, well
almost, as I got a little bit lost. Let’s just say that had I been giving guided tours of Tokyo, I’d have
a lot of happy customers; Ginza, The Imperial Place, Ropponggi Hills, the Tokyo Tower all featured
on my sightseeing tour but I didn’t seem to be getting any closer to home, at this rate I would be
driving into the sunset. Sat-Nav in the Cappuccino was beginning to look tempting. More by luck
than anything else, I was heading towards Shibuya (home to the busiest pedestrian crossing in the
world – see I’m working on the trivia for this guided tour!) and the 246, the road home.
I finally got home (before it got too dark and even more difficult to navigate), with no intention of
driving in cental Tokyo again and hoping there are roads in Japan with more to offer than traffic
lights every 500m!
Photos can be found at: http://www.ne.jp/asahi/andrew-barker/japan/index.htm

Pretty Wild Thing
By Ian Boardman

Well, I saved for 3 years to get the Cappy beast and I’ve had it off the road for around 4 months or
so. I stripped the car and painted it in a wild scheme of candy apply purple and green bright. The
engine is all pretty colours as well.
I’ve done a lot of work to the beast upgrading the running gear. All the work has been carried out
myself from painting to brakes. The engine has been converted to a 698cc with twin racing cams,
lightened flywheel, Oringed bores, port and polished head, 3 core radiator, Suzuki Sports ECU,
larger injections, bigger turbo, upgraded spark plugs, arc intercooler, viernier cam sprockets,
designed and built my own front strut bar, a nifty air induction filter, 21/2 inch sports exhaust, 15 x
205 BSA chrome wheels.... and a really good bloke driving the beast, not to mention good lookin’
as all Aussies are!
During this year I am embarking on a greater challenge to retro-fit MGB GT headlights. A bit of
moulding but hoooeee she will look the trick!
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I’m 38 years old and have three delightful kids, only one wife, one dog and heaps of cockroaches. I
currently work in the defence force as an electronic technician, served for about 20 years.
I love all types of sports, a keen musician (piano) and simply love my cars!
I have always wanted to know how many Caps are in Australia - nobody seems to know. Had a
great trip with other Oz members earlier this year, great to see other Caps as you can feel pretty
isolated in this vast country with so few cars that I’ve seen.
I simply have to give Dany Gagnon and Cappuccino SPORT a big plug. He’s been an excellent
source of knowledge and great help for my re-build. Plus Dany has supplied most of the engine
parts to me without any drama. A good bloke too.
You’ll just have to see my colourful engine from the photos taken during my first SCORE run: visit
the main website and across to the message board where you’ll see the SCORE photo album. Scroll
down and look for the category created by Ernst Luthi.
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Ten Years After
By Ken Malone

I first heard about the Suzuki Cappuccino in 1993 while living in the Fens. A local ‘one-horse’
garage had got hold of one and bodgefully splashed out on a one-page mono advert in the local
rag. I was pretty busy with other things in life and only mildly curious so I promptly forgot all
about it.
However by chance a few weeks later, I was on my way to visit a friend and happened to call into
the same garage for petrol. As the fuel went in, I was looking around the forecourt as you do, when
the sun reflected on a filthy plate-glass showroom window. A reddish tinge peered through the
grime. Fuel in, through the creaking door, credit card out, sullen teenage assistant chewing gum,
sign the slip, retrieve credit card and back to the grimy forecourt with unwashed reactors.
That reddish tinge caught my eye again so I went for a look and ended up peering through the dirty
window at a cute red sports car. It looked so out of place in this dismal place - yet seemed defiantly
‘heads up’ and proud. I had no idea what it was so I went next door and asked the sullen teenager.
She managed a “dunno” followed by something unintelligible about the working hours of the
‘salesman.’
It was only as I drove out of the forecourt and caught the name of the garage that it clicked! The
advert in the paper - it must be the same car! How strange for a dump like this to be selling a car
like that! “It’s a Mazda or a Honda,” said my friend helpfully. “Nice tiny sports car thing - a bit like
a Marcos - really low... you interested?” At that time I was driving a Peugeot 205, which, as anyone
who has ever driven one will tell you, was a fast and brilliant handling car. I certainly wasn’t
looking for a change of car. But on the way home I did just pop back to the garage (now completely
closed) and spent a few minutes looking though the window at the Mazda/ Honda/ Marcos/ Suzuki
car.
Several weeks passed till, unusually, I found myself at the same garage. The sullen teenager had
gone and been replaced by a middle-aged chap who didn’t seem to know how to work the till. He
apologised for his fumbling incompetence saying “sorry mate, I usually sell the cars but the girl’s
walked out and...” So I asked ‘the question’. He brightened up and waxed lyrical about the Cappo,
turbo chargers and Tigger tope (I kid you not). We ended up standing by the car. I liked what I saw
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but declined the offer of a test drive making my excuses and saying I hadn’t got time. I told the
salesman that it was unlikely that I’d be seriously interested, considering I was driving a 205! The
salesman smiled and said, “you wait - if you try this out you’ll be amazed.” Almost to humour him
I agreed to take a test drive a few days later - I was coming past that day anyway.
To be honest on the appointed day, I’d rather not have bothered but - well I’d said I’d go so I ought
to. The test drive started off well - and got better - then even better and 30 minutes later I was
wearing ‘the grin’. “Best car I have ever driven,” I admitted. He laughed knowingly. “As soon as
people get over the size and actually drive the car they all end up grinning like you.” But in my
heart of hearts I knew a Cappuccino wasn’t for me. Much as I’d loved driving this pocket rocket I
knew I needed more than two seats and there was no way even my smallest guitar amp would fit
in. So I put it out of my mind, settled for the 205 and consigned the Cappo to a ‘what might have
been’ and got on with life.
Ten years, and several changes of sensible car, later I finally found myself in a position where
something as self-indulgent as a sports car could be considered. Those less charitable might call it a
mid-life crisis! (Spot the clue in the title!). I’d seen a Smart Roadster in Devon and rather liked it
but thought it was way over-priced. I’d also looked at the usual MX-5/ MR2/ MGF contenders but
they’d left me really cold. I was even edging towards the ultimate cars - a Westfield. Two seats were
fine now - indeed desirable. It might even mean I had more opportunity to get my wife Chrissie on
her own for a change!!
Then a memory from The Fens tugged at me. What about that brilliant little sports car I once
drove?! Time to surf the Web. Google yielded pages of images and more than a few Japanese web
sites. Then I found SCORE. Well, let’s face it, SCORE is not exactly the most exciting looking site
on the web but if it’s Cappos you want it’s the ONLY place to look. I emailed Alex to see if I could
get access to the message board to post up some questions to all you experts. Alas, rules are rules
so it was ‘read only’ for me. I was in a loop. You can’t post unless you join - you can’t join unless
you own a Cappo! This didn’t help me at all - at exactly the time I needed help! I do understand
the reasons for the rules but maybe there could be one short-term forum, only which is open access
so that guests and prospective Cappo owners can have some of their fears allayed and can talk to
us owners? (Listen to him.... ‘us owners!’)
At least I had a read-only access so I went straight to the Classified and emailed everyone selling a
Cappuccino. I soon found a lovely silver Cappo for sale in the North of England. I emailed the
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the owner, who turned out to be one of the nicest people I’d ever dealt with. Things were starting
to look rosey. Many emails and jpegs later I was decided - I would buy the car. Then I did the HPI
check - which to my horror came back detailing the car as a former insurance write-off. I had the
horrible job of conveying this information to the lovely owner - who was devastated. They had
bought the car in good faith and hadn’t even heard of HPI - there’s a lesson here, folks.
So the search was on again. I contacted several owners with cars for sale and began to build up a
sizeable collection of Cappo pics. There followed a few unforeseen and unavoidable delays on my
side of things, which meant I lost a couple of cars. I was starting to lose heart. I rang Westfield for
a brochure, which tantalisingly, arrived next day! Maybe a Cappo was a bad idea anyway. After all,
I’d hankered after a Westie since I was a kid.
Then another Cappo came on the market - a nice red one way down on the South Coast. I made
contact and thought I’d found a potential jewel - a SCORE person’s car, which has been locally
bought and lovingly cared for. What’s more, here was another really nice owner being totally and
utterly honest about the car and really helpful. When I saw the pics I fell in love with the car and
wanted to go down for her immediately. However my unavoidable delays had returned and I would
have to wait and take my chance with everyone else. I didn’t want the owner missing a sale. A
chap from Yeovil was very interested in the Cappo but the owner very decently told him that the
car was ‘sold’ to me. Phew! I had been given first option.
In the meantime I invested in a HPI check - as expected it was all clear! Next step was an RAC
engineer’s check on the car. I would recommend this to anyone who is not a trained mechanic. For
less than £200 an RAC engineer completes a really detailed 200-point check on the car including a
test drive. The engineer was hard put to find fault and the only items of mention were ’slight’ wear
on the alloy rims, a little spillage of aircon juice (at some time) in the engine bay, and Semperit
tyres fitted instead of Bridgestones. That was it: a sorted solid car. I made an offer, which was
accepted, and we settled down to a few more weeks of unavoidable delay on my part.
Mind you, when things started to move they moved quickly and one Friday I found myself getting
onto the first of four trains and heading south armed with a Bankers Draft, fully comp insurance
and a bag load of apprehensions. Miraculously all the trains kept to time and just under five hours
later I pulled into the station where the Cappo’s owner was waiting to drive me to the Cappo.
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Two minutes later all my apprehensions went out of the window - this was obviously a decent
honest guy. People had thought I was mad - going all that way to buy a car I’d never seen on the
strength of one test drive ten years earlier, from a guy I’d only really emailed and maybe they were
right - it was certainly unorthodox! Not too unusual for Cappo people as I’d eventually discover.
We drove up to the house, the garage door was opened and there she was - GLEAMING and just
looking like that proud Cappo in the Fens all those years ago. Cripes she looked small. Almost three
minutes later I was driving her for the first time and by the end of the street I was hooked again.
Back to the house - hand over the draft - get stuff - now how do I get home? The ex-owner kindly
took me out to a garage where I filled up (ha, ha, fill up - £15 worth!). I then followed him to the
best lick-off point, shook his hand, exchanged best wishes and that was it. We were on our own
with a daunting 150-mile trip ahead of us and we’d only just been introduced.
After about five miles she told me her name was LIttle Suzy (after the song) and I’d felt I’d been
driving her all my life. Fabulous - wonderful - very exciting - surprisingly comfortable - and a real
thoroughbred. Pure joy - even on the M5 motorway in the rain in Friday night traffic.
I’m now an ‘owner’ and am definitely ‘enthusiastic’. I do wish more owners contributed to the
SCORE message board - go on, don’t be afraid! I’ve not had time to attend an event yet - I’m not
entirely sure of such things are actually my cup of cappuccino but I’ll give them a go for sure.
I certainly intend to keep Little Suzy until the day that either she falls apart or I can’t get into her as
a result of arthritis or something. Meantime it’s great. You can see her - and others - on my little
website: ‘Ken’s Cappuccino Collection’ - well it’s a blog really. Do take a look. Click on the www
button on my profile. Feel free to leave a message in the guest book at the end and maybe even
send me your pics to include in the collection.
And to the team of intensely ingenious designers and engineers who put the Suzuki Cappuccino
together in the first place: THANK YOU!

Photo courtesy of Tony Cowan
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SCORE Press Store
Your chance to purchase highly collectable Cappuccino road test reports, compiled by us with help
from Suzuki GB’s Press Office and a few SCORE members.
We have secured over 75 reports which have been copied in either full colour or black/ white. These
reports come from car magazines and journals, some lifestyle magazine and a variety of national/
regional newspapers.
These are available individually at the special price of £0.50 for one black/ white reprint and £1 for a
full colour reprint. Please use a copy of the order form on page 49.
Here’s a selection of some road test reports you can order directly from SCORE store:
Auto Express
Auto Express
Auto Express
Bucks Herald
Car
Car
Car
Car Week
Car Week
Cars & Car Conversions
Classic & Sports Car
Complete Car
Complete Car
Country Life
Fast Lane
Fast Lane

18/03/1994
18/10/1996
1993
12/94
07/1993
02/1994
09/1994
22/12/1994
Unknown
03/1993
09/2001
03/1994
09/1994
03/02/1994
04/1993
01/1994

Colour
Colour
Colour
Black & White
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour and B&W
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
B&W
Colour

7 pages
3 pages
1 page
1 page
6 pages
1 page
4 pages
4 pages
1 page
3 pages
1 page
4 pages
10 pages
1 page
1 page
2 pages
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Following on from the previous page, here’s some more specially selected Cappuccino test reports...
Guardian Series
Mail Motoring
MG Enthusiast
Motor Cycle Int.
Nottingham Herald
Performance Car
Peterboro Ev. News
Rochdale Express
Rochdale Observer
Sunday Telegraph
Sunday Times Mag
Swindon Ev Advertiser
The Hinckley Times
Top Gear
Top Gear
Top Gear
Top Gear
Walsall Observer
Western Daily
Western Telegraph
What Car
Which Car
Yorkshire Post

28/01/1994
Unknown
04/1994
Unknown
22/12/1994
05/1994
28/10/1994
04/1994
16/12/1994
14/12/1993
31/01/1993
1994
03/02/1994
11/1993
04/1994
11/1994
06/2000
11/02/1994
15/12/1994
30/12/1993
02/1994
06/1994
14/12/1994

B&W
Colour
Colour and B&W
Colour
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
Colour
B&W
B&W
Colour
Colour
Colour
Colour
B&W
B&W
Colour
B&W
Colour
B&W

1 page
2 pages
2 pages
2pages
1 page
8 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page
1 page
1 page
1page
1 page
5 pages
1 page
7 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page
2 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page

If you want a complete list of the Cappuccino road test reports, please send an A4 size stamped
self-addressed envelope (please write REPORTS on top right hand corner) to
The SCORE store, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
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SUZUKI IN SUSSEX
2 Established Suzuki franchised dealers serving the needs
of Cappuccino owners in SE England.
Both officially recognise SCORE and offer Club Members
10% discount on quality servicing and parts procurement.

CMW Automobiles Limited
Ansty
Haywards Heath
West Sussex
RH17 5AG
Contact: Paul Simmons
Tel: 01444 452 621

Worthing Suzuki
Suzuki House
Upper Brighton Road
Hillbarn Sompting
Worthing
West Sussex
BN15 0JQ
Contact: Darren Braby
Tel: 01903 755 246

www.suzuki4.co.uk
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The SCORE store
The complete range of club merchandise for you and your Cappuccino

ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY POST
UK members only: complete your requirements on the order form (page 49) and send with payment
(a sterling cheque made payable to “SCORE”) to the address as shown on the form.
ORDERING/ PAYMENT BY EMAIL/ BANK TRANSFER (until we get online payment)
UK members: email your requirements to us and arrange payment to the SCORE UK bank account
as below - you then need to advise us by email to confirm the date, your bank sort code* and
amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see that the money has been credited to the
SCORE bank account, the merchandise order will then be fulfilled.
Overseas members: you need to contact the SCORE store to find out the postage charges to your
country before making your order - please telephone or email your requirements to +44 (0) 1446
771 208/ merchandise@score.org.uk and we will then advise you of the postage costs. You must
arrange payment to your nearest bank account as below - then you need to advise us by email to
confirm the date, your bank code* and amount of money that has been transferred. Once we see
that the money has been credited to the SCORE bank account, the merchandise order will then be
fulfilled.
Australian Members: Westpac, Westpoint Shopping Centre, Blacktown, NSW 2148; Branch/
Account Number: 032382 165930; Account Name: SCORE c/o Sonja Fueter Luthi
European Members: Rabobank, Amsterdam en Omsstreken, Zuideinder 1, Landsmeer, Postbus 3,
1120 AA Landsmeer; Bank Code: 3135; Swift Code: rabonl2u; Account Number: 3246.42.261;
Account Name: Marcel Spoelstra
UK, Irish and Rest of World Members: HSBC, 155 Mile Cross Road, Norwich NR6 6RL; IBAN**:
GB17MIDL40355041372467; Branch Identifier Code**: MIDLGB2147K; SWIFT Code**: MIDLGB22;
Sort Code: 40 35 50; Account Number: 41372467; Account Name: SCORE

* This will be the only reference appearing on our bank statement to identify your payment so
please let us know your sort code to help us see that the credit relates directly to you.
** These codes must be used by non-UK residents if wishing to pay into the UK account.
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GOLF UMBRELLA
Red umbrella with black
Cappuccino logo

LEATHER 6 COASTER SET
Choice of green, burgundy or mixed
with gold logo

£10

£2

‘CAPPO’ THE BEAN BAG DOG
Cappuccino coloured plush bean bag dog
(not suitable for under 3 year olds)

LEATHER KEY FOB
Red leather with chrome tag and
engraved red Cappuccino logo

£5

£5

COMMEMORATIVE PENNANT FLAG
Black flag with gold logo/ lettering
commemorating Cappo’s 10th anniversary

PEWTER MODEL
Finely crafted 1:43 scale model
with removable hard top

£5

£30

THE LATEST SCORE
Magazine back issues 1 - 17 subject to
stock availability

SET OF 3 POSTCARDS
Dealer launch postcards featuring
Motor Show award logos and press quotes

£1.50 each

£1.50

CLARION RADIO TWEETERS
Original tweeters to be mounted
on the dashboard

CAR MAT SET
Black tailor made mats
with red Cappuccino logo

£5

£33

POSTER
Two versions of the original
dealer launch showroom poster:
red Cappo/ red background
large (84 x 60cm) version
£1.50
small (30 x 21cm) version
£0.75

BASEBALL CAP
Fully adjustable navy blue cap
with beige peak/ Cappo logo

FULL ZIPPED FLEECE JACKET
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif

£7

£22.50

SWEAT SHIRT
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif
£14.50

POLO SHIRT
Navy blue
with Cappuccino motif
£12

RUGBY SHIRT
Navy blue with white collar
and Cappuccino motif
£20

GLOVEBOX WALLET
Red document wallet
(25 x 17cm)

PRESS BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A4)

£7

£3

PRODUCT BROCHURE
8 page Suzuki brochure
(A3)

VEHICLE SPEC. LEAFLET
Technical/ equipment
single page

£3

£0.50

TAX DISC HOLDER
Black and white
windscreen sticker

LIMITED EDITION BOOK
18 page souvenir full colour hardback
(30 x 30cm)

£0.50

£7.50

How to order from the SCORE store
Either photocopy this page to use as your order form or visit the forum at www.score.org.uk
DISCLAIMER
All prices quoted are for SCORE members and associates only; non-SCORE members should call or
email (contact details below) for price information.
The advertised price includes packing and posting for UK residents. The cost of postage will vary
for overseas members - please contact us (details below) for more information by advising us what
you require and we will advise you of the total cost of postage to your country.
Choice of garment sizes: small, medium, large, x-large, xx-large
Name:

SCORE membership number:

Address:
City/ town:
Postcode:
Country (if overseas):

County:

Daytime telephone:
Email address:
ITEM(S) TO BE ORDERED

PRICE

QUANTITY
REQUIRED

VALUE OF
ORDER

TOTAL VALUE OF ORDER:
UK sterling cheques to be made payable to “SCORE”
See page 44 for paying by bank account transfer
The SCORE store, 19 Hillside Drive, Cowbridge, Wales CF71 7EA
Tel: +44 (0) 1446 771 208 Email: merchandise@score.org.uk
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Doctor Who and his Cappuccino TARDIS
By Anne Andersen
Bjarne and I spent a weekend in Glasgow recently to attend a very special 120th birthday party.
We had chosen a hotel near the venue and as we left the next day to go out to our friends’ house
(yes, you’ve guessed: the couple were both 60 years old). We were on the busy junction of Byres
Road and Great Western Road, I spotted a very unusual police box.
“STOP!” I screamed to Bjarne, re-enacting the emergency stop we have all been examined on in our
driving tests of yesteryear. Bjarne screeched to a stop - oh such control! I won’t tell you his quick
response as the surrounding traffic hooted and tooted and swerved around our decision.
“I MUST have a photo of that police box over there!”
Suffice to say, I was not allowed at all to get out for a photo call. However, three hours later as we
were on our way home, and our route took us back the same way. I asked in advance, giving plenty
of warning and Bjarne found a suitable and safe place to pull in.
The chap running the ‘cappuccino box’ was very amused by our enthusiasm and our wish to take a
couple of photos. Annoyingly I did not have a piccie of my Cappo (and I wasn’t even wearing my
favourite “I love my Cappo” T-shirt) as he hadn’t even heard that a Cappuccino sports car ever
existed - how could he?!
PS How come a Glaswegian Cappo owner hasn’t even spotted this treasure??
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Knight Rider
By Karl Taylor

Here’s a picture of our new baby called KIT. Anne has named the car KIT as it reminds her of a
miniature version of the Knight Rider car. She prefers me to David Hassellhoff though... I guess!
The Cappuccino has been on the register before so I wonder if the previous owner is still a SCORE
member?
We love KIT to bits and really are looking forward to the summer and meeting up with other
Cappuccino owners - it must be really special to have such a gathering of Cappuccinos all together
at once as well as the chance of driving in convoy.
I have got a couple of little jobs to do on the car before Anne starts using it in earnest: there’s a full
service, get the horn working, fit rear fog lamp and reversing light, plus a few incidentals.

AS A SCORE MEMBER THERE’S SO MUCH TO ENJOY FROM
www.suzuki-cappuccino.com
- a huge information resource on members’ Cappuccino experiences - post instant messages to other club members - get answers to those questions you have about your car - join in a variety of fun games and competitions - take advantage of the occasional SCORE promotion - access to various online workshop/ parts manuals - use the new classified forum to publish a WANT advert or to sell your car If you haven’t already done so, click on REGISTER in the navigation bar appearing
on the Message Board and follow the instruction.
If you’ve registered, do make full use of the website.
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Nuts about our Cappuccino
By Malcolm Nutbrown

Liz and I have just come on board with the Cappuccino and of course, SCORE thanks to Martin
Jones, an ardent Suzuki enthusiast and a great friend. He got me interested in the car.
This photo was taken just before we experienced our unforgettable first time driving the car with
the roof off - the best ever fun drive we’ve ever had bringing on lots of smiles for us and other folk
who saw us on the road.
We are new owners and hope to participate in some of the events in our area this year.

Reunited once again
By Tracy Hickman

Both Stuart and I devoured the last magazine (reading, not eating!) and thought we’d better send
you a photo of the new Cappuccino: it’s as if we’ve never parted company even though we sold our
other Cappo before we emigrated to NZ last year.
We’re having tremendous fun out here although this year’s summer was the coldest and wettest for
many years! Drove to Christchurch (8 hours from home!) saying goodbye to my family who were
over recently and Cappy kept us smiling for the marathon drive back!
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Decaff is decked out!
By Dave Reynolds

Following on from the story in the last magazine, here’s a few pictures of my all new Decaff... and
she’s looking its best after a little surgery and a lot of money and time. But she’s worth it.
A big thanks to Dany Gagnon from Cappuccino SPORT in sourcing the parts for me.
I’ve already been on one Capp meet here in Australia and it was really enjoyable. Part of a very
special kind of family!

A Real Beauty for me!
By Alex Abrate

All is looking real good for my Cappuccino, my having purchased a Sports Kit from Cappuccino
Sport. Dany encouraged me to join SCORE and I did!
The car has a really unusual body colour - modified raspberry red metallic pearl. Pretty unique, I
think you all agree.
You can all see full colour photos of my Real Beauty on www.users.on.net~intruder/
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Just for fun
A PLAY ON WORDS
From our anagram competition in the last magazine issue, here’s the results of The Beatles’ song
title anagram competition:
DIRTY PAPER - DAY TRIPPER

STAR HAD DINGHY - HARD DAY’S NIGHT

CUT IOWA NETWORK - WE CAN WORK IT OUT

OUT OF MEMORY - FROM ME TO YOU

WOW ADORING ONE - NORWEGIAN WOOD

CAVEMEN BUY LOT - CAN’T BUY ME LOVE

SEEDY TRAY - YESTERDAY

NEW LABOUR LIMEYS - YELLOW SUBMARINE

AIRY GRENOBLE - ELEANOR RIGBY

I DUST WHATNOTS - TWIST AND SHOUT

Our apologies to all those who were trying to work out “I DUST WHATNOTS” as, despite two
proof reading sessions we failed to miss the first word “I” in the caption printed in the last issue.
Hope it didn’t mean too many late night mind-boggling sessions to fathom out the last anagram!
WORK OUT THIS ANAGRAM:

daft, capricious, cunning VIP
Send your answer to the SCORE Editor asap to get your mystery prize - first come, first served!
THE LUCKY COUPLE IS...

... Margaret and Allan Snell, one of three winning couples in last year’s National Rally. Katherine
(their daughter) kindly wrote their details on the back of HER renewal form to continue her SCORE
membership for another 12 months. She made it absolutely clear that they borrowed her Cappo for
the event and that she’s a little worried that they love it as much as she does!
The above photo appeared in the last magazine issue with the other two winners, but NO ONE
could remember their names. Too much drink and fun, we guess!
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The 24 Hour Notation
A timely piece by Peter Keyes

Bert the Great
Once upon a time there lived a big man. He was big in all possible ways. He had a big brain too.
Bert the Great was his name. I suppose you could call him some kind of king. He ruled over the
people who lived in his village, which was by the sea. He had a big cat named Tibbles.

Tibbles
Now Bert the Great couldn’t tell the time; nobody could in those days because telling the time had
not been invented. So Bert the Great decided to invent time: breakfast time, tea time, bed time and
so on... Bert the Great had time on his hands, as it were; but time as such is difficult for simple
people to understand. Thus Bert the Great had to find out how to make his people understand
time. He decided to visit the wise old man who lived in a semi-detached cave down in Fairy Valley.
This man was called Wizzo the Wise.

Wizzo the Wise
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He also had a cat, an old cat whose name was Fwed. Fwed was in fact Tibbles’ mother (or father...
folklore does not tell us which). The old man of course had magical powers which made his car a
magical cat. Fwed had magical teeth - he didn’t have to have a can of kit-e-kat opened with a can
opener, his teeth did that easily. Anyway, Fwed’s not really got anything to do with our story and is
thus getting us nowhere fast. Hence we have no picture of Fwed. But it can be seen that as Tibbles
is the son (or daughter) of Fwed s/he is quite likely to be endowed with some magical power... and
therefore we have a rare picture of Tibbles as you can see.
Anyway, Bert the Great, finding that Wizzo the Wise cannot help him solve his problem, sets out
gloomily for home. The fact that it was raining heavily did not help. On arriving home Bert the
Great tramps sadly to his play-room, but none of his toys can bring any signs of contentment, let
alone solution. Not even a game (adults’ play) with his usual favourite bit of the other could bring
a smile to his face. So Bert the Great decided to sleep on it - the solution, you foul reader, you. As
he was sitting up in bed, thinking, up jumps Tibbles his cat. Tibbles promptly rolls over onto his
back to have his tummy tickled. “Dear old Tibbles,” said Bert the Great.
There lay Tibbles, legs pointing skyward, his claws emerging from the pads in his paws with the
ecstasy of having his tum tickled. Hardly the setting you might think for such a momentous occurrence that was to lead to such a change in the lives of millions in years to come. Yet such things
obviously happen, because suddenly Bert the Great’s attention was drawn to one of the cat’s paws:
it had six claws whereas a normal cat’s paw has only five. 4 x 6 = 24. You must bear in mind that
Bert the Great’s mother, Sible the Stupendous had previously invented counting.

Sible the Stupendous
Bert the Great was now interested as he next counted Tibbles’ whiskers: 24. He went on to count
24 teeth, 240000 hairs... Bert the Great was overjoyed as he found a solution to his problem of
time. “Dear old Tibbles,” he exclaimed. “Our’s is the solution...Our’s... hmmmm.” Suddenly he
realised what he’d said. He decided to invent a day which consisted of 24 equal “our’s”. Minutes
came easily of course as they were minute parts of “our’s”. So gentle reader, we have 24 hours in
one day. Over the years the “our’s” became hours as five letters always looks more important than
four, don’t you think?
So in future you readers had better remember that there are 24 hours in one day (GMT) and that
after 23.59 comes 00.00 (or 24.00) at which time the date number goes up one in the log, met,
error, books, etc. Or poor old Bert the Great will come down from where ever he is now and thump
you. Remember, he was a big man.
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Congratulations

Our best wishes to Marcel and Jolande, who earlier this year announced their engagement and will
be tying the knot in September 2005.
Marcel’s Cappuccino is now playing second string to his violin of love - not forgetting his other cars
like the Suzuki Cara, Smart Roadster and Audi TT playing third, fourth and fifth strings - as Jolande
has rightfully taken prime position.

LEVOI’S LIMITED
The First Suzuki Dealer to sign up with SCORE to assist club members
- wealth of technical Cappuccino expertise - top quality servicing - SCORE discount (10%) on parts and servicing - specialist help for overseas members -

Call Ian Johnson on +44 (0) 1206 544 233 or info@levois.co.uk
Berechurch Road, Colchester, Essex CO2 7QB
www.suzuki4.co.uk
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Changing Headlights to LHD
By Marcel Spoelstra
This is not a guide for British Cappuccino enthusiasts keen to holiday on the Continent and need a
quick converter kit to change the re-direction of the headlight beam. This article is all about those
Cappuccino owners living abroad and need to have a more permanent conversion.
Despite the Cappuccino being RHD there are quite a lot of Cappuccinos on German, Dutch and
Belgian roads - being RHD is not really a problem. After all the Cappo is a special car and it’s a little
more special when being surrounded by LHD cars in all directions. There is no doubt that the
Cappo is a talking point of interest (in German, Dutch, French and Belgian... and perhaps in Italian
after Alex’s trip to Lake Garda last year!) thanks to its unique shape, fantastic engineering and
brilliant versatility.
So for other Continental people keen to import a Cappuccino from the UK, they need to visit the
SCORE Classified Forum to see what’s available for sale and then get local country requirements for
what’s expected in personal importation.
To convert the headlights to LHD, I took the following piece of advice from Mick Krellowetz’ advice
from the SCORE Germany website:
“I converted my headlamps in 1994 when my car was new. So please bear with me if I cannot
remember every small detail, but the important bits are clear.
- Remove the headlight off the car
- You will see that the housing is made of two parts
- The parts need to be separated to convert the lens
- The glue has to be warmed with a heat gun
- Be careful not to warm it too hot otherwise the plastic will melt
- There are also a few clips to remove
- The part that needs changing is the aluminium slope which gives the light or shade areas, right
behind the glass lens which works like a projector lens
- Basically you need to saw the triangle shape slope off from the rest
- Then turn it around (it slopes the other way) and re-attach
- I used Epoxy high temperature glue, which has held for 10 years now without any problem
- If you have access to the equipment, then welding will be a better solution
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DRIVEN TO PERFECTION
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Standard’ Exhaust System
£235 + VAT
Suzuki Cappuccino Larini ‘Sports’ System
£245 + VAT
Our exhaust systems are constructed using aircraft grade
T.304 Stainless Steel and feature chromium polished tail pipes.
Every Larini exhaust system is supported by the
Larini Systems Lifetime Warranty

Please call

0870 777 9060
or visit our website

www.larinisystems.com

Prices correct at time of press (30 April 2005).
Larini Systems reserves the right to amend prices without notice.
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Spring in the air?
By Murray Betts
For those of us in the Northern Hemisphere, spring is hopefully springing. So what have you done
with your Capp over the winter months? Tucked it up in bed, put a cover over it out in the cold,
battled on regardless and used it daily?
Whatever your Capp has been doing, it’s an ideal time to give it a good check-over to ensure you
can get the best enjoyment from it during the forthcoming sweltering (ahem!) summer. So what
can you attend to? Most of the items are common sense and routine anyway, but just as a memory
jogger, how about the following points?
Maybe the first thing is a thoroughly good spring clean, whether it’s to get off the crud that our
dear County Council has spread around on the roads, or to wash off the dust and cobwebs.
Rule number 1 in cleaning the bodywork: don’t use washing up liquid to wash cars. It gradually
removes wax polish and it contains salt, neither of which is particularly desirable. Use a Car
Bodywork Shampoo, available from any motor accessory shop for a few pounds. You will use very
little (especially on the Capp!) so the cost is a few pennies per wash. A good shampoo will help to
build or at least maintain the wax layer. Brands that get consistently good reviews are Autoglym,
Mer and Meguiars, but I’m sure any respected brand is fine.
Make sure you clean underneath the rear wheel
arches, a known area for the dreaded tin worm
to reside on the Capp. Try to reach as many
nooks and crannies as you can, and wash the
radiator area well but gently with a hosepipe.
Wash under the bonnet but remember to avoid
ignition parts, and treat other electrical things
gently. A spray of water repellent over these
items will help to disperse the moisture.
A tip I was given by an all-year-round motorcyclist was to dry it off using a garden leaf-blower. It
certainly works on bikes, from personal experience. If you don’t have access to one, a short (or
long) drive is a good idea, if only those pesky brake discs turning orange.
Give the glass a treat and use a proper “glass cleaner” available from motor accessory shops. You’ll
be amazed at the difference it makes. Remember the rear window on the Capp is of course glass,
unlike many other convertibles, but take care on the inside with the heated screen elements, which
are stuck on the inside surface and can quite easily be damaged. Don’t use glass cleaner on the
plastic headlamps though.
Vinyl and rubber care products will liven up tired interior trim and protect all those rubber seals
around the Capp roof especially. I like the Autoglym Vinyl and Rubber Care spray. It doesn’t make
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the trim too “shiny” but it does make a mess on glass so try to avoid the windows, and do it before
cleaning the glass, not after!
Check the wiper blades for splitting at the ends, or any grittiness. Strangely the UK purchases the
least number of replacement wiper blades of all European countries, according to one manufacturer.
Odd when you consider our weather.
Under the bonnet, check the battery - is it clean and are the terminals in good condition? If possible
remove the leads from the terminals, take the earth (negative) off first and replace it last: this does
minimise the chances of shorting anything and lift the battery out of the car. Remember that this
might mean you have to re-set radios, immobilisers, etc.
If it has caps, check the level and top up if necessary with distilled or de-ionised water.
Clean the area around the battery tray and treat any rust spots. Clean the battery posts with a
kitchen scourer pad or a wire brush, wipe with a paper towel, and coat with a little battery terminal
grease (which of course everyone has... not) or Vaseline is practically as good.
Re-fit the battery and check the cable clamps are actually holding tight. If they’re loose, either
replace the clamps with new ones or you can often pack them with a thin metal shim if you keep it
neat and tidy. Don’t use aluminium foil (too many different metals causes corrosion), you ideally
need lead or brass, but copper is a reasonable compromise.
The most common cause of breakdowns (apart
from punctures and flat batteries) is from the
ignition components. Check the distributor car
(difficult I know), the HT leads to the plugs and
the HT coil. Are they clean and tidy, are the
connections good and are all the wires and leads
in good condition? A good way of cleaning the
distributor caps and coils is with a paint brush
and some moisture dispersing spray (WD40).
Is the engine oil reasonably clean and at the right level? If you’re laying a car up for any length of
time it’s a good idea to change the engine oil before putting it away. Running engines produce
acidic conditions, however if the oil is old it’s possible to use up all the additives and for the oil to
turn acidic, which can attack bearing surfaces.
The ideal way to check the oil level is to warm the engine up, stop it and allow to stand for a
minute or two, then check the dipstick. Try to run it around mid-level. Engine development involves
determining how little oil you can get away with and setting the minimum mark just above this,
and how full it can tolerate being, and setting the maximum mark just below this. Somewhere in
the middle is usually ideal.
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Is the brake fluid at the right level? As the pads wear, the level in the master cylinder will drop.
Don’t overfill - just keep it comfortably between the reservoir’s maximum and minimum marks. Use
brake fluid from a sealed container and a DOT4 or DOT5.1 fluid - be aware that it does attack
paint. If you do spill brake fluid on paintwork, wash it off immediately with plenty of water, warm
and soapy helps but be quick... OK, washing up liquid is better than brake fluid in this case!
Don’t use DOT5 - it’s slightly confusing but all the DOT3, 4 and 5.1 brake fluids are compatible
ester based fluids, but the DOT5 is silicone based and is NOT recommended for road use, specially
according to all the brake manufacturers.
The brake fluid should look a clean, clear pale straw colour. If it is at all cloudy, it MUST be
changed. It is strongly recommended that brake fluid be changed at least every three years since it
absorbs moisture from the atmosphere and the performance deteriorates. Badly water contaminated
fluid can boil, causing severe braking loss and will lead to corrosion inside the system.
Is the coolant at the right level and clean? When
cold, check the expansion bottle, take off the
cap, make sure the siphon tube is still attached
to the inside of the cap and reaches below the
coolant level. Check that the coolant looks clean
and doesn’t have a scum layer on top. If it looks
at all dirty or muddy, consider changing it.When
cold, the level should be above the minimum
mark. When the engine is at normal working

temperature, the level should be below the maximum mark (it expands as it heats up).
It’s advisable to change coolant every 3 - 5 years anyway, due to the life of the corrosion inhibitors
it contains. Ready-to-use premium “5-year” coolant is recommended rather than the type you add
water to (50/50). I use “red” coolant from Toyota because I have a Yaris, but that’s purely personal
choice. If you do use a coolant/ water mix type, it is recommended that you use distilled or
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de-ionised water (battery top-up water) to avoid getting calcium deposits in the system which can
clog passages, reduces the cooling efficiency and can reduce the life of the pump seal.
While under the bonnet, have a quick look at the air filter. Removing the filter is not difficult but
does require a little “spannering”. Give the filter element a gentle once over with a vacuum cleaner,
vacuum the dirty side to pull the dirt out the way it went in. Tap it gently on a flat surface to
dislodge the dust. Take care not to damage the filter itself, it’s quite delicate. If it’s really dirty it is
time to replace it. Vacuum out any dust from the box before re-fitting it.

Check the alternator and air-con drive belts. They’re not very accessible nor very clearly visible
even. It’s ideal to check them when the engine is warm since they tend to tighten a bit when up to
running temperature, but be careful to keep hands away from hot areas like radiator hoses and it
goes without saying, never go in there while the engine is running. With light finger pressure on
the top run of both belts, you should not feel any true slack, and if you can just deflect the belt up
and down about 10mm or so between finger and thumb it’s probably about right.
Before shutting the bonnet give the hinges and catch a bit of lubrication. A water resistant “white
grease” aerosol is ideal but things like WD40 are better than nothing. While in with your hand, do
the door hinge pins too, and maybe check out the fuel filler flap and boot hinges.
So tyres then? They’re all that’s between you and the scene of the accident so do take particular
interest in them. Obviously the tread depth is important, the legal limit is really an extreme case
and it’s recommended to replace them well before they reach that stage. Equally important check for
any signs of damage, cuts or bruises in the sidewalls, and if they’re more than say 5 years old,
check closely for cracking of the rubber. Very small fine cracks in the bottom of the grooves is quite
normal and nothing to worry about, but if they become obvious it’s time for new booties.
Is the tread wearing evenly across the tyre? The Capp is pretty kind on tyres because it is so light
and I’ve not noticed any tendency to wear shoulders, etc.
If you haven’t got one, treat yourself to an accurate pressure gauge (remember the space-saver spare
is inflated to 4.2 Bar = 60 psi), and check pressures regularly. Do it when the tyres are cold, ie
before driving. You’ll be surprised how much the pressure can change simply due to changes in the
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weather. At one time digital gauges as seen in many motor accessory stores were reputedly quite
inaccurate, but I’ve seen test reviews recently where they have shown to be perfectly accurate and
robust, costing around £10.
The front wheel tracking (wheels pointing in the right direction) is adjustable just like any other car,
though the rest of the geometry is fixed by the components. The rear, however, is more or less fully
adjustable so there’s a lot more scope for it to be out.
Typical traits of incorrect front wheel tracking is for the steering to feel dead, rather unresponsive if
it has too much ‘toe-in’, conversely too much ‘toe-out’ results in a nervous behaviour, not wanting
to follow a straight line, needing correction all the time, and tending to dart to one side or the other
with small steering inputs. Many drivers actually prefer a slight ‘toe-in’ feel, and the Capp manual
specifies nominally zero, but with a tolerance of +/- 2mm (difference in distance between front of
wheels and rear of wheels). I have set mine to fractionally ‘toe-in’ to give a stable relaxed feel; I
found it was rather nervous when set at zero.
The rear wheels are specified to be set to slightly ‘toe-in’, at 2 (+/- 2) mm. Again I would suggest
keeping away from the neutral (zero) end to avoid the rear, which can be a little lively anyway,
becoming unpredictable.
The front wheels should be upright (zero camber) and the rear wheels should be slightly in at the
top (negative camber). Negative camber and zero ‘toe-in’ on the rear is not a very comfortable
combination.
It’s worth keeping a watchful eye on the brakes, especially the rears. Front brakes seem to cause
very little trouble, but rear callipers can cause problems. The handbrake mechanism mounted on
the inboard side of the callipers benefits from regular cleaning and lubrication, especially after a
winter season of salt. Use a cleaner agent like WD40 and a gentle brush to clean the lever, return
spring and cable clevis, and then lubricate them with some water resistant “white” grease - keep it
clear of the cylinder, seals and disc.
While the rear wheel is off, check the calliper is free on its sliding pins. If the disc is clean on both
sides, and the brake doesn’t drag when you turn the hub, it’s probably OK.
Check the clutch pedal for free play. It should be around 20mm (3/4 inch) at the pedal pad before it
takes up the slack. Too much will mean the clutch might not free completely, too little and you can
wear the release bearing or even over-stress the spring.
Last but not least, stand back and admire it. A deck-chair and a cup of tea will enable you to fully
take in the beauty at leisure. Oh yes, that just leaves going for a great drive...!
Happy summer motoring to you all!
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Removing/ upgrading the Stereo
By Andy Milne
As I wasn’t happy with the Clarion stereo fitted to my newly acquired Capp I decided it just had to
go. As this is a topic that has come up many times on the website message board, I thought I
would write a little guide based on my experiences for the magazine. This will enable every club
member to read about this. I have also replaced the front speakers and installed rear speakers.
First take out all of the screws securing the centre console. This is in two parts. There is the section
around the stereo and heater controls and then the long section over the transmission tunnel.
These pieces are secured by 13 cross-head screws, three of which are hidden.
Remove the transmission tunnel section by first unscrewing two screws from behind the seats.

Then the two screws hidden under the rubber mat in the storage box on the transmissions tunnel.

Then there are two screws holding the centre console at the front. These should be covered by a
black cap, but only one of mine still is.
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Unscrew the gear knob and detach the wiring plug for the windows, then the centre console can be
moved out of the way.
Here’s another of those hidden screws, just in front of the gear stick...

Just the final 6 screws (3 each side) to remove from the front section around the stereo and heater..

This section can now be removed but be careful not to put too much strain on the wires from the
cigarette lighter. Detach these if necessary. You will now see 2 screws securing the stereo. Remove
these and you will be able to withdraw the unit from the dash. You will need to unscrew the two
brackets, two screws per side, from the side of the old unit and install them on the new head unit
using the screws that should have come with it.
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You will need to check how the original stereo was wired into the car. Mine had a wiring harness
adaptor already fitted, but this was the version that allowed for front speakers. I replaced it with
Autoleads 4-speaker version - PC2/41/4 bought on eBay for a massive 11p!

If you intend to add rear speakers, then you need to tap into the following wires:
Green
Green/ black
Violet
Violet/ black

Rear left +
Rear left Rear right +
Rear right -

I did this by cutting the wires in the Autoleads connector rather than the ISO connector from the
stereo.
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Re-fit, as they say, is the reversal of removal, but do make sure you test all electrical connections
prior to screwing everything back in place to check everything works. The head unit I chose is the
Pioneer DEH-P5600MP...

This has the advantage of being able to play MP3/ WMA/ WAV files thus removing the need for an
auto-changer, with over 20 albums fitting on one CD, depending on the bit rate you use. As for
speakers I chose some JBL-GTO-626e for the front and I have to say that I’m very impressed with
them. I was running with just these before installing rear speakers and the sound quality was really
excellent. They are perhaps just a little too deep as the panel doesn’t go completely back on flush
but I simply left one of the trim clips out. The panel is perfectly secure and doesn’t interfere with
the pedals in the slightest. As for the rear I was toying with the idea of headrest speakers but didn’t
like the thought of possibly destroying the headrest in the process. Instead I bought some surface
mount BBG CSB4 speakers, perhaps not the highest quality in the world but they do improve things
a lot. I have fixed these using velcro so they can be removed from the car if necessary.
Front:
- 16cm (6.25”) 2 way speaker
- Peak power: 180w; RMS power: 60w
- Sensitivity: 90 Db
- Frequency response: 55 ~21 kHz
- Mounting depth: 54mm
Rear:
- 3 way speaker
- Peak power: 250w
- RMS power: 65w
- Frequency response: 100 ~24 kHz

Tech Talk on the Web
Members’ questions answered on the SCORE website
CHANGING GEAR BOX/ DIFF OIL
Andy Milne:
Having just changed the oil in my gearbox to Castrol Syntrax I thought I'd post a link to a very
useful tool. At only £6.99 it makes refilling a doddle! I did buy a 3/8 drain plug key too, £3.49 from
Halfords. Not technically necessary as you can just use a 3/8 ratchet of course. I did have to use
the key, with a 3/8 spanner, though when reinstalling the drain plug as there wasn't quite enough
clearance to get the ratchet in!
Murray Betts:
That looks like it's exactly what the doctor ordered! The most tricky bit of g/box oil changing is
getting the new stuff in the filler hole up the side of the box. Excellent tip, Andrew!
John Dean:
I've not changed the oil in the gearbox yet but when looking the other day access seemed to be
very restricted by a plate bridging the transmission tunnel. Was it necessary to remove this?
Andy Milne:
Yes it is necessary, John. Not too big a job: just undo all the bolts and it comes clean away. Access
is very restricted without it too! For anyone else contemplating an oil change here's the order you
should probably do things in:
1. Jack and support car at its maximum, safe working height. The more room you have under there
the better!
2. Check FILL plug can be removed. Many members have found that theirs have been rounded by
previous attempts. You don’t want to have drained the oil to then find out you can’t refill it!
3. Remove the plate covering the exhaust.
4. Remove drain plug making sure you've got a suitable container underneath. Do be prepared: it
gushes everywhere!
5. Apply sealant to drain plug and refit. I used non setting sealant but perhaps PTFE tape would
have been better - quicker and less messy if nothing else!
6. Refill gearbox with new oil – highly recommend the tool above for this!!!!
7. Refit fill plug.
8. Check for leaks.
9. Refit exhaust cover plate.
10. Lower car, check for leaks once more then enjoy!
David Stanton:
I've used a similar tool for years, except that it's not a tool! A vet gave me very large syringe that
they use for horses! Perfect for the job.
Ian Linden:
Just don't use Syntrax Universal on the horse - it's not that universal
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SPARK PLUG MAINTENANCE
Nick Logothetis:
Can someone tell me if it’s o.k to extend the plug replacement interval beyond the recommended
schedule. I have fitted iridium spark plugs and would only clock up 3000 km in a year. In light of
the above, what replacement interval would you recommend? Further, is cleaning them once a year
an option to consider? If so. how and what product do you use? Secondly, I have read that the rotor
arm is something you should inspect or replace. Why is this recommended? What is the part no.
for the rotor arm?
Ian Linden:
I'm a bit unconventional on this one. If the engine starts and runs sweetly, leave the plugs alone,
but carry a spare set. When they reach 50,000 miles, change them (although you probably don't
need to). As for the distributor, if it works, don't keep opening it to see why. There’s more chance
of letting dirt in than doing good. Perhaps check it at 50,000 when you change the plugs. I'll duck
now, in case of return fire......
Murray Betts:
I'm with Ian on this. Platinum/Iridium plugs should be good for 30k miles at least. The actual life
ought to be well in excess of this, but will depend to some extent on how it's used. Plug changes
are usually a precautionary service money spinner rather than a technical necessity. Check the gaps
when you feel like it, but every 10k miles would be more than adequate. Most cars these days
wouldn't get that sort of lavish care! I wouldn't recommend any cleaning (of the combustion
chamber end), they really shouldn't need it and if the engine is in good form the plugs should
remain clean on their own. Same with the distributor, if it's happy then leave well alone. If you're
up to high mileage and want to do a thorough check over or if you suspect a problem, then replace
the cap and rotor and HT leads. It's worth noting that the HT system was historically always the
most frequent culprit for technical breakdowns (industry wide) after punctures and flat batteries.
That was behind much of the shift towards distributor-less ignition systems as used on modern
engines (double ended coils/2xHT leads or "on-plug-coils"). I'm not aware that the Cappuccino is
particularly prone to problems, it's just a typical distributor system, and there will inevitably be
some occurrences of the usual HT faults.
Ian Linden:
For part numbers for distributor items, see Fig 35 of the Parts Catalogue.
Stu Crafer:
Yikes, Just ordered a new set of NGK's from my local Halfords and they tell me their supplier no
longer stocks them. Where do you guys buy from and am I going to need to buy 9 or 12 for the
remaining life of the car?
Brendan Molony:
Try ordering them from a Suzuki dealer.
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Ian Linden:
Yes, when Halfords did stock them, they were more expensive than the Suzuki dealer!
Andy Milne:
Not tried them myself yet but try http://www.spark-plugs.co.uk Last time I looked they were much
cheaper than Suzuki.
Murray Betts:
I've used them a few times, never any problems and delivery next morning usually!
TYRE PRESSURES ON NON STANDARD SIZE TYRES
Brendan Molony:
If you fit tyres of a different size than originally supplied by the manufacturer, do you use the same
tyre pressure or not? If not, how do you determine what the new pressure should be?
Ian Linden:
I would say you should use the recommended pressure, as it really is your only point of reference.
However, if you have fitted a lower profile tyre, which you expect to be more rigid, there is an
argument for trying a slightly lower pressure, which should improve adhesion (which is the reason
you chose the tyres?). I don't agree with the oft-encountered view that "more is better".
Ken Malone:
Less is more - definitely - we drive Cappuccinos after all!!!!
Brendan Molony:
I've come to the conclusion that a higher pressure in the fronts may help with low speed steering
assistance for the weak of arm (or those who have the steering geometry set incorrectly) but makes
the high-speed handling a trifle woolly.Too high a pressure in the rear tyres makes the back end
come round to the front quicker than you would like when cornering briskly. The centres of the
tyres tend to wear quicker too!
Andy Milne:
Yep that would be the case because if you over inflate your tyres you reduce its footprint with the
road thus negating the reason for fitting the wider tyre in the first place as Ian said. Looking at the
tyre pressures for My 5 series BMW it gets very confusing. On some of the changing of profiles the
recommended pressure stays the same whereas on others it changes but this depends on the
model. On the Escort the pressures are the same for tyres on the same diameter rims. Where the
pressures do differ it is by 0.2 bar or 2.9 psi. One rough, visual way to see if the tyres are at the
correct pressures is to look at them after you've driven on a dusty/dirty road. By looking at where
the tyre has picked up dirt you can see if the pressures are about right. As far as I'm concerned
there are only a couple of cases where you would want to over or under inflate your tyres. Over
inflating the tyre will reduce its footprint and is useful for gaining traction in snow and on ice.
Under inflating is often used to gain traction on soft surfaces such as mud or sand where you want
the weight of the vehicle spread over a wide an area as possible.
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PROBLEM ON BRAKING
David Stanton:
Before I strip down the rear braking mechanism tomorrow, I wonder if anyone has encountered this
problem. My description sounds daft but this is what happens. On braking, I hear, and can feel it, a
clonking noise coming from what sounds like the rear nearside of the car. The car brakes perfectly,
although I wouldn't necessarily feel a problem with the rear brakes. Having looked beneath the car,
nothing is obviously obstructing the wheels etc. So tomorrow it all comes apart! Any ideas would
be gratefully received.
Murray Betts:
Does the clonking sound like worn suspension bushes? A worn rubber can let the metal parts of the
bushes knock together. As for rear brakes, have your tin of "red rubber grease" at hand first! (RRG).
A 500gm tin costs about £5 and lasts a lifetime, whereas car accessory shops will charge £1 for a
little sachet. I assume you've studied the workshop manual and the parts catalogue to see what's
there.
Slacken off the handbrake cable nut inside the hand-lever gaiter (popper and velcro) before you
start. Note you do not need to undo the strange pentagon head bolts in the top of the calliper.
They come off simply by undoing the 2 bolts on the inner face which hold them to the hub carrier.
The key things to clean and lube (with the RRG) are the sliding pins, 2 per calliper. The fixing bolts
go through the middle of the pins. Note that the rubber boots on each end of a pin are different,
but only slightly, and it may not be obvious at first. I suggest doing one at a time if possible so you
can refer to the undisturbed one if needs be.
There are 2 O-rings in the pin bores, but these are not seals as such, they are there to centralise the
pin to enable the calliper to slide freely (as if!). Unless the O-rings are in poor condition they
should be re-usable. Apply plenty of RRG in there, and when you refit the callipers, just nip up the
bolts first and check the calliper does indeed move on the pins. Check again after torque tightening.
The pistons "screw" in and out on a helix, and there are 2 notches to allow you to turn them. Do
make sure they are clean around the dust seal before screwing them fully in before you refit the callipers. This allows the self-adjusters to do their stuff properly when you use the footbrake. Lightly
smear the visible part of the piston with RRG up to the dust seal to help avoid corrosion.
The handbrake levers are quite straightforward. All you need do is just remove the bracket and take
the lever/ spindles/springs etc off to clean them fully. Use RRG inside the hole where the operating
rod can be seen since there is a brake fluid seal in there and any other grease could easily damage
it. When the brakes are re-fitted, use the footbrake first to get the adjusters to work, then just take
up the slack in the cable. Don't overdo the cable adjuster, it should hold the calliper levers only
barely off their backstops when the handbrake lever is off.
Ian Linden:
I wonder whether it's something in common with the handbrake. Does it happen if you apply the
handbrake when in motion? Sort of vague idea - could the disk, or the calliper, or the "mudguard"
have worked loose?
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David Stanton:
I should have looked at the brakes before posting my query! It's very simple. The retaining spring
on the outboard offside brake pad has gone and the brake pad had jumped out of the calliper and
was rubbing against in the side of the wheel. I have never seen this happen before on any car. So as
long as I can track down a new set of springs I'm fine. The spring "escaped" as the "key, the piece
of right angle that sits under one end of the pads, has also vanished,,, strange.... I guess that, from
looking at the parts catalogue, the springs can't be purchased separately as they don't have a part
number, but have to be bought together with a set of pads. Thanks for the responses.
Anthony Fyson:
I had a similar problem where one of my pads was ejected when braking. The retaining spring and L
shaped bracket were lost. I suspect some tampering of the brakes had taken place in a rather dodgy
college car park, and the pad retaining spring had been undone. Replacement springs came with
genuine Suzuki pads - whereas pattern (cheaper) pads did not have springs. I had to wait about 3
months for the L shaped keeper to arrive from Japan!
David Stanton:
Identical problem it seems. However my local Suzuki dealer got the key (L shaped piece of metal)
and spring within 2 days. Like you I'm having to buy the full brake pad set for £30 just in order to
get the retaining spring. I never normally buy Suzuki parts, unless I have to, preferring excellent
after market parts such as ADL, for a significantly lower price but, in my opinion, at a quality equal
to the original. I still haven't worked out how the spring, and then the key, removed themselves
from the calliper.
Anthony Fyson:
Where do you get ADL pads from, and how much are they? My brake pad shot out under low
speed braking, after having gone over a few speed bumps quickly. Perhaps if the retaining spring
had been loosened, the action of bouncing over speed bumps caused the pad to vibrate against the
L shaped keeper - causing it to work loose.
David Stanton:
I buy all my parts from motor factors such as Allparts, Bennetts or Partco. I don't remember the
price for the pads, put parts from motor factors are always cheaper than from Suzuki or any other
dealership. Of course some parts are only available from main dealers. ADL are specialists in
Japanese cars and I always use their pads and filters, as well as using Delphi, Lucas etc. I generally
buy parts for 2 or 3 cars at the same time and manage to wangle trade discount! You need to see:
www.blueprint-adl.co.uk
AIR CONDITIONING THERMOSTAT
Robert Boyle:
Just for future fault finding reference I thought I'd note the solution to my air conditioning problem.
The aircon didn't work from the time I purchased the car ... being a cold day I did try it and it was
hard to tell (anyway I was having too much fun driving to let that put me off)! Finally coming into
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Australian Summer I thought I better look into it. I ran through the check sheet from the manual
and it appeared that there was little gas in the system, so I took it to my friendly auto-electrician /
aircon expert. They re-filled the gas without too much trouble but it still didn't work. After a little
looking around they discovered that there is a thermostat on the compressor, which shuts it down
if it gets too hot (i.e. to save the compressor if it runs out of gas / oil). The wire that connects to
the thermostat had broken off due to vibration ... with some very careful soldering they fixed the
problem and we are up and running again!! Anyone that has looked in that area will note that it
isn't an easy place to solder ... so if you may consider checking that the wire is firmly secured so
that you don't get the same problem down the track.
Murray Betts:
Nice one Robert! Definitely one to be noted in the file!
BATTERY DRAIN
Madeleine Brown:
Unless I use my Cappo for about 4 days the battery goes flat. I usually use it every day but have
been sick recently thus lack of use. It is a 6 month old battery and I have paid for the electrics to be
checked out by a good motor electrician. This has been happening for the last 4 months. Has anyone suggestions?
Adrian Furniss:
The usual culprits are: (a) the interior lamp switch left in the ON position. It's easy to catch it with
your elbow; (b) foglight switch left in the ON position. Could also be a somewhat heavy drain
alarm system.
Brian Hilton:
Yes, I would agree with Adrian, the number of times I've done it. I tend to leave the switch in the
centre position these days but it doesn't take much for the battery to run down.
Murray Betts:
Those are indeed favourite culprits, though the fog light relay only takes around 80-100mA if I
remember correctly, so going flat in 4 days is more than just that. The interior light (5W??) is just
about right though! Another possible (unusual but possible) is a leaky rectifier pack in the
alternator. Does it charge properly when it is running? They don't usually if the rectifier is poorly.
Other suspects are immobiliser/alarm systems. It's a fairly easy job to track down the culprit.
First question, is will the battery hold charge when fully charged and then left disconnected? If it
goes flat in a short time on its own then it's duff (again not unheard of even at 6 months old,
that's what guarantees are for.
Sarah Mclean:
My car is doing the same thing, sort of, but if I was to drive in to the petrol station and leave my
lights on when I fill up or leave my key in the ignition, it seems to drain the battery in a matter of
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five mins. I have had my battery tested and they say that’s not the problem. The only thing I can
think of is the alternator?
Murray Betts:
Do you know the age of the battery by any chance? If it's more than, say, 3 years old, it might be
worth simply replacing it anyway. If it's one with screw caps, have you checked the acid level in the
cells? (not applicable to "maintenance-free" types). Top up to the relevant level with de-ionised
water (from Halfords etc, £1.50 a litre typically). Also check the terminals are clean and tight. If
they look cruddy or if you can easily move the clamps on the posts, then give them a clean and
re-tighten, applying Vaseline or the proper "terminal grease" to prevent corrosion.
I've heard many similar stories which ultimately, often after exhaustive searching/testing, have been
cured by fitting a new battery! This is the time of year when batteries die, though they have been
"poorly-ill" all through the summer. The cold weather is just the final straw. I've had bike batteries
which seem fine, will hold a charge, will deliver plenty of current when tested, but only for a very
short time before one cell goes dead. A 12 volt battery is made up of 6 cells, and if one of them has
lost most of the effective plate area, the remaining small area will give its 2 volts just fine but only
for a very short time before it runs out of charge.
Alternator failure is much less common than battery problems! A very simple basic test for the
alternator output is to switch most things on (headlights, fan etc) and gently rev the engine. If you
see the lights get noticeably brighter the alternator output is probably OK. Of course a very healthy
battery fully charged will mask this effect a bit! A voltmeter on the battery terminals when you do
this will confirm the output (should get to at least 13.5 volts with h/lights on at 3000 rpm or so).
As for batteries going flat while the car is standing, you really need to measure the current drain.
This can be done with a simple multi-meter, but should be done with care as it's possible to
unleash a lot of current from a car battery. Always do it between the negative terminal and the
earth cable, never on the positive side (accidentally shorting out an earth connection will not cause
any harm). Take care that the meter can handle the current and/or is protected by a fuse.
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The Latest SCORE Magazine - Back Issues Promotion
This is your chance to build on your collection of club magazines.
We have limited stock of very early issues (1 - 4) and good supply of
remaining issues so in the first instance, please call 01446 771 208
(or email merchandise@score.org.uk) to find out what’s available.

Only £1.50 per magazine.
Please turn to page 49 for details how to order.
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THE INSURANCE FACTORY
EXCLUSIVE MOTOR INSURANCE FOR SCORE MEMBERS

second car policies
modified versions
limited mileage discounts
excellent rates
other marques can also be included

PLEASE CALL

0870 777 8181
WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, SWITCH AND SOLO.
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Suzuki Open Top Range
By Alex Clouter and Marcel Spoelstra

Introducing Suzuki’s open top range... some of which have never seen the light of day other than at
a variety of international motor shows from around the world. The public has been teased by these
concept/ reference cars for a long time with the only real open top sports car that has been
available for sale, officially by Suzuki, being the Cappuccino. Of course there’s the Suzuki canvas
hood 4x4 range, classic and contemporary, but there really is only one eye-catching open top
Suzuki sports car that is more affordable now than ever before... which we all love and enjoy, both
static and moving.
We have both done quite a lot of online and offline research in coming up with this article, to show
Cappuccino enthusiasts the ingenuity, creativity and flair that Suzuki has in its design, technology
and engineering ‘behind’ the product.
The C2 was Suzuki’s first PR sports car tease after the launch of the Cappuccino. A Suzuki quote of
the C2: “It is the birth of a new super sports car with a high tech engine, crisp styling and a truly
exciting cockpit. You get an inner excitement each time you are behind the wheel.”
The ‘oohs and ahhs’ first started at the Frankfurt Motor Show then later at the Tokyo Motor Show
creating an even greater stir. At first glance, the C2 “reference car” as it was called (by Suzuki),
would make any enthusiast gasp in admiration... a closer look would leave that same enthusiast
drooling. The front-engine, rear wheel drive C2 was a true brutish 2-seater roadster, a tad smaller
than the Mazda MX-5, powered by an extraordinary totally new 1.6 V8 twin turbo.
Extremely compact and surprisingly lightweight, the all-alloy V8 featured 4 valves per cylinder (38
in total!) and variable valve timing, not forgetting the two inter-cooled turbos. The engine had
excellent high-end power and better than expected low-end punch, thanks in part to VVT and long
intake runners. The power was an amazing 250hp at 7000 rpm and 29 kgm of torque at 4000 rpm.
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The C2 itself tipped the scales at a lean 1870lb, giving this stonking Suzuki a power-to-weight ratio
of roughly 7.5lb per hp. What exactly did this mean? Well, consider Porsche 911 Turbo’s ratio at
8.7 and the Ferrari Maranello’s ratio at 7.6 and you can imagine what kind of monster the C2 can be
seen: a very wicked cross between a romantic weekend runabout and a fire-breathing hot rod.
The chassis is based on the Cappuccino, but the Suzuki engineers massaged it thoroughly to
increase its rigidity. This, they said, was vital in making the C2 a first rate handler. The suspension
of the C2 consisted of upper and lower A-arms at all four corners, with Bridgestone 205/50R-16
tyres providing the assured grip. Power was transmitted through a totally new 5-speed automatic
transmission or a 6-speed manual.
The car’s styling was attractive and distinctive, just as enticing with the manually folding hard-top
up as it did top-down. The unusually shaped xenon headlights and bulging fenders gave the C2 an
aggressive sporty stance... a lion about to leap. The C2 dimensions: 3.65m length, 1.65m width and
1.22 high.
Inside the cockpit the seats were figure hugging, graced by an ever so simple dashboard, stretching
across the width of the cabin. This was a minimalist design, very much reminiscent of the Lotus
Elise. One other small thing... an ignition push button to spur on the great powerful V8 engine.
We were all excited by the C2, well and truly putting Suzuki on the sports car map and reinforcing
the Company’s powerful motorcycle engine legacy. However the C2 never came to anything, not
getting to the stage beyond a reference vehicle. So sad. Rumours go that it is no more, its spirit up
there in the skies above us with the sounds and flashes of thunder and lightening emulating how
the C2 would have been for us on the tarmac at night time. Alas no more.
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The next open-top concept from Suzuki was the EV Sport, looking more like a successor to our
beloved Cappuccino, but alas did not...The EV Sport aimed to give more eco-friendly appeal: an
electric car to prove to be more fun than a hard-top open-air milk float. The Suzuki actually had a
General Motors developed power unit with nickel hydride batteries and a no-contact type inductive
charging system mid-mounted to drive the rear wheels. The battery is charged by regenerative
braking as well as plugging into an independent supply point. The positioning of the engine and
batteries gave the EV Sport a low centre of gravity and minimised rolling resistance to help both
aerodynamics and handling. Fuel consumption was minimised by using gas-discharge headlights,
LED indicators and neon rear lights, all not depending on electrics.
The lightweight frame incorporated a lot of Suzuki’s motorbike expertise. It is made of aluminium,
same as the brakes - all saving weight and reducing hear build-up. The EV Sport had an extruded all
aluminium body structure for a total mass of only 625kg (1380lb).
Low profile, large diameter 135/55R 16 tyres were developed specially for this car to exploit the
electric motor’s inherent low-speed torque characteristics. A nickel/ metal hybrid battery pack
supplied the energy, giving the car a maximum range of 150km (94 miles) per full charge.
The electronic control unit exchanged route and vehicle information with the onboard navigation
system and automatically saved energy (throttle down) to reach the pre-set destination. When the
electric charge runs out, a front mounted 393cc engine can be fired up, driving the front wheels
and providing an additional 100km (63 miles) range.
Strangely enough, the Evo Sport is well away from Japan - one of the very few concept cars built as it proudly sits in the showroom of a Suzuki Dealer in Barbados!
The GSX-R4 followed on from the EV Sport but in a totally different vein. An aluminium space
frame chassis provided the basis for a rigid body whilst all the body panels were made of re-cycled,
lightweight plastic. A mid-mounted 1.3 litre DOHC engine - taken directly from the Hayabusa bike produced 173 bhp and a maximum torque of 102 lb ft at 7000 rpm giving ‘superbike’ levels of
performance not normally available from an ordinary car engine.
In addition - strictly for use on racing circuits - the concept race car was fitted with the GSX-R4
advanced navigation system, combining many features like internal adjustment of engine settings, a
circuit navigation function indicating positions and lap times of other competitors on the track (!)
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and a navigation system which helped beginners and advanced drivers with race circuits layouts.
Quite incredible really - seen on Japanese tracks and static displays at various international motor
shows
And now for something completely different... and a positively more promising open top Suzuki in
the near future, coming from the recently launched “all new” Swift family and the company’s
“Wanna play?” advertising hitting the TV and national press with a familiar Man United football
player. The Concept S2 is the concept version of the expected convertible version Swift and we
have reason (to be cheerful) to believe that it will come to the UK during 2006... hurrah!
More pictures of this exciting new convertible on the next page... it’s not a sports car like the
Cappuccino but it’s a new direction in offering open top versatility and breath taking performance:
classic Suzuki hallmarks. At just 3.695m long and 1.73m wide, the new car is fitted with a high
tech, powerful, light and compact 16 valve 1.6 litre engine with a sequential 6-speed gearbox.
The convertible function of the vehicle includes a three-part rotating and retracting roof structure,
comprised of a 2-piece roof front, a 1-piece roof rear section and a sliding rear window. Each piece
rotates by electric motor and retracts into the rear luggage compartment. So you may have to travel
light a la Cappuccino!
The Concept S2 features a distinctive wrap around window design, hiding the front pillars from
view and displaying the windows at the front and sides as one piece. Inside the car there’s a new
generation dash console design including a multifunctional TFT LCD meter running an analogue rev
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counter during normal operation and animated information such as warnings and malfunction alerts
in other cases.
The Concept S2 is fitted with Suzuki’s exclusive ‘Advanced Navigation System’ in which an onscreen character serves as a virtual navigator enhancing the driver experience.
The high tech system allows for car-to-car communication as well as display for real-time weather
information for the areas the vehicle is heading... wow! When the roof is on, the interior lining is in
a blue sky design so one can still feel happy when the skies outside are dark and grey.
On colour schemes, there will be an attractive range available although this will be from the factory.
Each Suzuki distributor will have its own say on colour choices for their respective country.
This new addition, when it arrives, will add a new dimension to open top motoring for the Swift:
exciting times ahead for those keen to stay in the Suzuki family and want those additional two rear
seats! It will be best to keep your eyes on Suzuki’s website during 2006: www.suzuki4.co.uk
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The Cappuccino Time Line
A Japanese Perspective

1987

November

1988

Start of the Cappuccino project
Project team presents Master Plan which is formally approved

1989

October

Preview of the Cappuccino K-car concept at Tokyo Motor Show

1990

February

K Car regulation amended by Japanese Department of Transport

1991

Production start of EA11R series/ F6A engine at Kosai Factory

1991

May

Public launch of Honda Beat

1991

October

Public launch of Cappuccino at Tokyo Motor Show

1991/92
1992

5586 Cappuccinos sold in first 5 months
September

1992
1993

Annual sales in Japan: 9379
June

1993
1994

Public launch of Mazda AZ-1

Limited Edition, version 1 (200 cars)
Dark Green added to range; annual sales in Japan: 4212

March

1994

Limited Edition, version 2 (1000 cars)
Annual sales in Japan: 2568

1994

October

Limited Edition, version 3

1995

May

Production start of EA21R/ all aluminium K6A engine
Slight colour changes

1996

Annual sales fall below 2000 units

1997

Further body colour changes

1998

September

End of Cappuccino production: total of 28010 cars produced
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Economic Climate
The Cappuccino, with its little 657cc engine has many unusual features for a car of its day such as
FR layout, removable roof panels and just two seats. The Cappuccino was planned in the days of
the so-called Japanese Bubble-Economy, at which time (early 1990s) several micro sports car
designs emerged, notably the Suzuki Cappuccino, Honda Beat and Mazda Autozam AZ–1.
This era was undoubtedly the zenith of the micro sports car, and all of them have now disappeared
from the showrooms due to low sales. However, they remain fascinating due to their relatively small
numbers, their individual styling and ambitious specifications.
The Competition
The Cappuccino was one of the best micro sports, alongside the Honda Beat and Mazda AZ–1
(which shares an engine with the Cappuccino and also appeared in very low numbers as the Suzuki
Cara). Of the three, the Honda Beat was released first in May 1991, closely followed by the
Cappuccino in October 1991. The Mazda AZ–1 was released last, in September 1992. This period
was the highlight of the 2-seater micro sports car and will always stay in many fans' memories.
1987 - 1991
Concept
The development of the Cappuccino started in 1987, with a deliberately young development team
averaging 28 years old, thereby engendering the project with verve and dynamism. In 1988, the
team presented their master plan, in which they already asserted their confidence that the
Cappuccino would be in accordance with the design guideline, "reasonable to make the release to
the market".
The first appearance of the Cappuccino was as a K-car concept at the 1989 Tokyo Motor Show. At
that time, the Japanese economy was in good shape, and the Motor Show was moved from Harumri
to a larger hall at Makuhari. The Show was well attended by people wanting to see the latest and
future cars. The Cappuccino was the big topic of the Motor Show and many people asked Suzuki
Motors to go into production. At that time, K-car regulations limited engines to 550cc, to which
the Cappuccino show version complied; its carbon panelled monocoque structure was also 10cm
shorter than production model.
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Design Decisions
The K-car regulation was amended in January 1990 and the Cappuccino specification was changed
during development. It was released with a 657cc engine and an overall length of 3300mm. The
wheelbase, at only 2060mm, was shorter than the rivals (Honda Beat 2280mm, Mazda AZ–1
2235mm) making for precise, effortless cornering. Compared with the show model, the Cappuccino
was released with steel panels, but at only 700kg was some 60kg lighter than the Honda Beat.
Mazda's AZ–1 was to weigh in at 720kg despite reinforcement for its innovative gull-wing doors. So
the Cappuccino was the lightest of the three micro sports cars due, at least in part, to its classic but
practical Front Engine Rear Wheel Drive (FR) layout.
The Honda Beat and Mazda AZ–1 were both given mid-engines. Some criticised the Cappuccino as
being much too conservative, but the development staff gave FR layout a high priority as it affords
significant benefit to the driver and passenger. RR layouts, like Porsche, were tabled in the planning
process but the team insisted that the main consideration lies with the occupants, not the engine. A
mid-engined design may have been the mechanical ideal, but it makes the occupants of secondary
importance to the engine, so Suzuki discarded this option.
FR layout was also a good choice for a lightweight car with naturally good handling and no need to
set the cockpit forward. As a bonus, the overall form of the vehicle was very pleasing with its long
nose, short deck and a useful boot which would store the three detachable roof panels or overnight
baggage. Meanwhile, the Honda Beat and Mazda AZ–1 had precious little storage space outside the
passenger compartment. Suzuki's design scored heavily over the other two marks in this respect.
Suzuki opted for their latest engine, the F6A (DOHC with turbocharger), which was also used in
their contemporary hot model, Alto Works.
Launch
In October 1991, just two years after the Tokyo Motor Show, the Cappuccino was released and the
fruit of the development team's great labours were presented to the buying public. The Cappuccino
and its rivals were priced as follows in the order of Japanese Yen (¥) and GB Pounds (£)†
Honda Beat:
Mazda AZ–1:

1,378,000(8,613) Cappuccino (base):
1,458,000(9,113)
418,000(8,863) Cappuccino (high spec.)‡: 1,698,000(10,613)

† Equivalent GBP price at ¥160 to the £, typical for this period. These were not UK selling prices.
‡ With air bag, anti-lock brakes and limited-slip differential
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Initial Sales
At first the sales of Cappuccino were brisk. In the first five months, 5586 Cappuccinos were sold,
clearing the sales target of 1000 per month. However in 1992 the initial enthusiasm subsided and
sales decreased to 9379 cars per year, then only 4212 in 1993.
These figures were not without their reasons. One of the most significant is that, from 1992, the
Japanese were forced to have nominated parking spaces in city areas even for K-cars (previously
exempt) making it difficult for families to own a second car such as a Cappuccino.
Limited Editions
Suzuki rose to the challenge of falling sales and added a new colour version, dark green, which was
released in 1993. In June of that year, the first limited edition was released - dark blue metallic body
with matching roof and pillar. The seats were covered with a special soft-face buckskin, the interior
was given a wood-effect finish, and the boot sported a "LIMITED" badge. The limited edition was
also furnished with a special rear carrier made of steel and wood. Only 200 of these limited edition
models were produced. Priced at only ¥1,498,000 (£9,363)†, they quickly sold out.
Encouraged by these sales, Suzuki opted in March 1994 for a second limited edition (1000 cars)
which was released with power steering (and consequent loss of steering wheel adjustment), but
otherwise the same as the first limited edition in colour and price. This second limited version was
welcomed by the buying public as its light steering made it easier to park and was specially targeted
at female drivers. Power steering was also included in a third limited edition but this time finished
in metallic black, with fabric and leather-look seat facings, carbon-effect panelled interior and a red
"LIMITED" emblem.Sales in 1994 were 2568 cars, and most of them were limited editions. † Rate
of exchange = ¥160 to the £. Typical for this period
1995 - 1998
New Engine
In May 1995 the only substantially different version was released, called type "21R" (as opposed to
the original "11R" as appears in the vehicles' VIN). The main aspect of this version was a change
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of engine from F6A to K6A. F6A had a steel block but K6A was all-aluminium. Maximum torque
was raised from 8.7kg.m to 10.5kg.m though the maximum power remained at 64bhp managing to
stay within the K-car specification. By changing the engine, weight was reduced by 10kg.
The new 21R had a 3-speed automatic version in the line up, and this model was sold with power
steering. The 5-speed manual version was sold without power steering, so power steering models
are much rarer. The seat cloth was changed to fabric, a remote boot opener was added in the centre
console (alongside the petrol cap release), a power window switch was added, and the alloy road
wheels were upgraded with a weight reduction of 0.9kg each.
Colour variations were basically unchanged, though the precise colour specifications did in fact
differ from earlier models. Further slight changes were made to the red and green colours in 1997.
In 1996, although the K-car specification was modified (mostly vehicle dimensions), the
Cappuccino saw no changes.
End of the Line
Sales of the 21R were under 2000 vehicles per year, and very small numbers of 21R were produced.
From 1996, sales decreased and rumours circulated about ceasing Cappuccino production This very
sadly came to reality in September 1998.
In total, 28010 Cappuccino sports cars rolled off the production line, of which 1182 were exported
and type approved through Suzuki GB for UK sales.

Let Cappuccino into your life....
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SUZUKI SCORE DEALERS
The list of Suzuki Dealers on the pages that follow this introduction are franchised Suzuki Dealers
who have formally signed an agreement to recognise SCORE and specially offer a 10% discount to
club members on servicing for their Cappuccino as well as purchasing parts and accessories, subject
to stock availability.
It is important that you state that you are a club member and have your membership card at hand
when you book in for a service or indeed buy some parts, just to ensure that they are clear about
things.
The information shown on the list was provided by the relevant Suzuki Dealer and SCORE cannot
be held liable if this information is incorrect or dated unless we are informed of changes. We are
only as good as the information provided.
If you know of a local Suzuki Dealer not shown and they show interest in becoming linked to
SCORE, please let us know - contact details on the inside back cover - and we will send them an
information pack to them. Please aim to get the name of the General Manager or Dealer Principal to
help us send the pack to the relevant person. There is no cost involved. The Suzuki Dealer gets free
publicity in the Suzuki SCORE Dealer Listing both inside the magazine and on the SCORE website.
A * against a Dealer name indicates that the Dealer is a service-only facility.

ENGLAND
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Braylake Cars

32 Aylesbury Street, Bletchley, MK2 2BD
After sales contact: Richard Portway
01908 647 111

DGL Garages*

Littleworth Road, High Wycombe, HP13 5XE
After sales contact: Bob Peters
01494 478 496
ESSEX

Levoi's Limited

Berechurch Road, Colchester, CO2 7QB
After sales contacts: Ian Johnson
01206 544 233/ 01206 579 579
HAMPSHIRE

Mill Lane Suzuki*
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Blackwater Way, Aldershot, GU12 4HD
After sales contact: Dave Richards
01252 321 122

LINCOLNSHIRE
S. Cropley & Co.
Limited

Frithbank, Boston, PE22 7BD
After sales contact: Kevin Fairweather
01205 362 230

Linpac Garages
Limited

Kingsway & South Park, Lincoln, LN5 8EL
After sales contact: Keith Walker
01522 521 345
STAFFORDSHIRE

Randles (Garages)
Limited

Keele Road, Newcastle under Lyme, ST5 2HN
After sales contact: Paul Wilkinson
01782 717170
SUSSEX

CMW Automobiles
Limited

Anstye Cross, Ansty, Haywards Heath, RH17 5AG
After sales contact: Paul Simmons
01444 452 621

Worthing Suzuki

Upper Brighton Road, Sompting, Worthing, BN15 0JQ
After sales contact: Darren Braby
01903 755 246
WEST MIDLANDS

Colmore 2000

1163 Chester Road, Birmingham, B24 0QY
After sales contact: Harry Jethwa
0121 377 8169
WILTSHIRE

Pebley Beach

1-3 Moormead, Swindon, SN4 9BS
After sales contact: Wendy Clark/ Steve Lawro
01793 812 235
YORKSHIRE

Autoworld

455 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield, S7 1FS
After sales contact: Rob Baines
0114 255 7071
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Colin Appleyard

Halifax Road, Keighley, BD21 1AH
Lockwood Road, Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
126 Oldham Road, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL7 9AH
After sales contact: Aziz Ahmed
01535 682 401

SCOTLAND
STRATHCLYDE
Gael Suzuki

49 Main Road, Crookedholm, Kilmarnock, KA3 6JT
After sales contact: Michael Keenan
01563 537 116

SUZUKI ADVERTISEMENT

THERE’S GREAT INTEREST IN
THE SUZUKI CAR AND 4X4 RANGE
Visit www.suzuki4.co.uk or call 0845 850 8800
for more details on some attractive purchase plans on:

Grand Vitara 3 Door
Ignis 1.5 GLX VVT 4 Grip
Alto 1.1 GL 5 Door

Terms and conditions apply.
Credit is available to persons aged 18 years or over, subject to status.
Indemnities may be required, Suzuki Financial Services Limited, St. William House, Tresilion House, Cardiff CF10 5BH

Rear cover photograph courtesy of Paul Hope - Leicester Railway Station
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The Latest SCORE Magazine
Please keep on sending us as many different stories and pictures
about you and your Cappuccino - how you came by your car,
amusing trips, useful technical tips and suggestions, puzzles and
cryptic games, special poems or limericks... in fact anything you feel you
would like to share with the rest of us as long as it’s to do with Cappuccino!
No item is too small and certainly no item too big.
What you put into SCORE is really what you get out of it.
Email your article (Word document) and picture (high resolution JPEG or TIF) to

editor@score.org.uk
or send a CD/ floppy or typed document with photo(s) to the address below.

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
17 Hurston Close, Findon Valley,
West Sussex BN14 0AX

Data Protection
Members’ details, as supplied on the original club application form,
are held on the SCORE Central Database and will not be
supplied to any third party outside of SCORE.
Please let us know of any changes to home address, telephone, email, etc.
From time to time, Members’ names, home addresses,
telephone and email contact details will be given to their
local SCORE Representative for sending out local event details.
If you have an objection to this, please contact the SCORE Secretary:
Email membership@score.org.uk or call 01276 503 630

www.suzuki-cappuccino.com

The Latest SCORE Magazine
The Latest SCORE Magazine reflects everything that members want from it.
We aim to issue 2-3 magazines during the year but we do need ongoing articles
from members in order that each issue can be produced
economically, with lots of interesting content.

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts

The Latest SCORE Magazine is designed, written and published through the Register
and is printed by PrintMark, East Grinstead, West Sussex

